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ZIOLA'S

OFFERING

There Were Many Beautiful Lilies, but Her Own Dear Self
Counted Most
BY GEORGIA LOTT 8ELTER.
If ZIola Potter had lived In a large
town, abe would doubtless have been
called a very charming woman. However, In her own,
little
community, p'eople wondered why on
- earth she
didn't marry and live like
other folks
There was no use In trying to conceal such apparent facts as the leaking of the roof, and the coldness of
rattling windows and loosened clapboards, or that most of her scanty living came from the little garden and a
few hens In a house as dilapidated as
that of their mistress.
But Zlola managed In some unimaginable way to wear frocks of a daintiness and style beyond most of her
neighbors. And she could loop back
her frayed curtains, arrange her antiquated furniture on her faded carpets, and serve tea from her delicate
old cups with an air that every one
of them envied.
Having neither husband nor child to
absorb her attention, her one great interest In life had grown to be the upholding of family tradition. And just
what a task this Is for two slender
hands and a still slenderer purse, only
those who have tried can know.
One day In rumaglng through some
old papers, she came across this slg- nlficant Item In one of her mother's accounts:
"Made our usual Easter offering."
Usual Easter offering.
What on
earth has she to offer? But an offer
she must maket
Zlola counted on her fingers she
had never bad much experience with
figures except In subtraction there
were eight months of Intervening
time.
But time was of no account After
a sleepless night, the great Idea came
to her.
Floweret She already had the best
garden In the little village, and her
flowers were all that ever graced the
bare, little church on Easter. But this
year and every year to come there
should be banks of flowers, until the
congregation learned to look upon
them as her "usual Easter offering!"
A warm, sunny strip along the front
of the garden was chosen, and spaded
painstakingly.
She knew every trick of fertilizing
and. working the soil, planting the
bulbs and protecting them through the
;,
winter.
In the early spring, when other gardens were still wet and cold, the green
sprouts began to shoot up industriously. She counted every stem, every
'
leaf, every blossom.
"I love everyone of you," Zlola whispered, "you beauties I There is Just
one week left for you to grow you
.;
must hurry hurry I"
Bending above them absorbed In
their beauty and fragrance, she was
unconscious of all else, until a mighty
.splintering and throbbing crashed
upon her. At her very feet lay a
onfused mass of fence pales, crushed
flower stalks, an overturned runabout
and a man's scared face.
Zlola, her hands clasped over her
throbbing heart, stood In soundless
misery.
"Are you hurtf" cried the man,
struggling to his feet In the midst of
jtbe wreckage.
Zlola did not stir.
"For heaven sake, madam, speak to
me! Are you Injured T"
"No," said Zlola, bitterly, "but look
at my beautiful flowers!"
With a sob she 'flung her apron over
her face and dashed past his Into the
house.
"Well, If that doesn't beat the
Dutch!" George Gibson stood still In
astonishment angry astonishment
"Flowers! She does not think about
plain-speakin- g

1

How the Koreane Talk.

A Korean convert committed to
memory the Gospel of Matthew.
, When he was asked how he did It he
replied: "I had great difficulty In
making the text stick, but one day I
decided that as I read It and tried
, to commit it by memory I should practice It verse by verse upon my neigh- "
bora, and I found that aa I practiced
it somehow Jt stuck."
When a Korean wishes to know
whether he should take his medicine
before or after meals ha says, "Shall
.

u

my life, or my ruined machine, or her
own narrow escape!"
He looked about ruefully. A farmer
driving slowly down the otherwise deserted street, came at his call, and
they soon had the machine righted and
back In the uneven road, apparently
none the worse for Us escape beyond
the knocking off of considerable paint
But the fence!
"It was ' about ready to fall down,
anyway," muttered Qlbson, In no pleas
ant humor, "but I expect Miss Pepperbox thinks I had no business
g Into It And I think the poun-tr- y
has no business to have suoh roads
that a fellow can't stay in them. I
can't see how on earth I came to make
such a fluke!4
He hesitated a moment
"I expect I'll have to tell her I'll
come back and mend the fence, or she
will arrest me." And he strode up to
the door and rang the old knocker.
No response.
"But surely' she hears," he muttered,
ringing for the third time.
"Well, I'll come back
Maybe it Is just as well not to see
her today!" And he smiled grimly as
he climbed Into his machine and
whirred away.
Zlola sat still In bitterness of spirit For the first time in her life she
refused herself to her neighbors, when
they came to Inquire about the wreckage.
"I can't see them, and go out there
and look and talk It over and over,"
she whispered fiercely when she heard
some one coming. "I just cannot do
ca-ren-in

it!"

Her wondering fowls went supper-les- s
to their early perch, because she
dared not venture out to feed them.
She sat on In the darkened house, not
trying to stem her grief and disappointmentWhen Zlola went forth bravely next
morning able to smile grimly about
her adventure, she found a hot on her
back porch.
Upon the top, when the wooden cover was removed, was a note begging
contents In part repher to accept-th- e
aration for the damage done her garden. It was filled with bulbs of many
shades and colors.
"This doesn't help my Easter offering," she said, "but I suppose I ought
to be grateful for such a fine collection."
And when a little later the damaged
runabout stopped decorously before
what was left of her gate, she opened
the door with her usual graciousness
at the first ring..
"Ah good morning." The man held
but his card.
Zlola smiled when she read It
"Is It possible this Is Cousin Mady's
Cousin George T" she Inquired.
"So I learned last night when I told
her about my blunder," Gibson smiled
In response. "And believe me, Miss
Potter, I was more sorry than before,
if possible. I've com this morning to
do what I can toward restoring order
out of this chaos."
"That la quite unnecessary, I assure
you," she answered. "A fence is supposed to be a protection against the
Intrusion of strangers. Mine proved
entirely inadequate when put to the
test so it Is' equally unnecessary to replace it"
"We'll settle that later. Now, Miss
Potter, tie a veil over, your balr and
come with .me. I promised Cousin
Mary I'd bring you over for dinner." ?
Zlola was surprised to find herself
enjoying her ride, and later allowing
him to bring her borne through the

But she stopped in amazement waea
she Iefted her eyes. The chancel was
a bower of loveliness. The air was
heavy with frangrance.
"Zlola," cried George Gibson, coming quickly toward her, "do you like
ltT It Is your Easter offering."
"It Is beautiful." whispered Zlola.
"And now, dear child," taking her
burden from her, "I want you to make
another offering today more sweet
and precious than this. Cousin Mary
Is In the vftry. She says she will
give us just live minutes and her word
of honor not to peep! Then she Is going to take you home and help you
through the mysteries of dressing.
"Ziola, will you marry me, here, this
morning, among the flowers?"
Ziola caught her breath sharply.
"Isn't this Just another way of unmy
running down
ceremoniously
fences?" she asked, with an uncertain
smile.
"Perhaps so, dear. But haven't I
more than repaid the damages V
"Yes," she admitted, letting her
hands remain In his, "I believe you
have!"
(Copyright 1911, 'br the MoClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
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8am Jackson Rightly Indignant at
Mean Trick Played on Him by
Fellow Convicts.
Sam Jackson' worked In the coal
mines in Alabama. The company
semed to think so much of Sam's services that it put a striped suit on him,
kept him in a stockade, with a pack
a bloodhounds prowling around in
case he tried to get away. Moreover,
it contracted with the state, which
had a year's lien on Sam's labor because he had mistaken somebody
elses' property for his own and had
been caught, to have Sam stay for
that length of time.' In short Sam
was a convict miner.
'Jt is the mle that a convict has a
stint to do so many tons a day. He
may earn extra money, and must do
so to. pay tor the tools given him.
The tools are then his own property.
Sam paid for his, served out his
year, and went back to Birmingham.
Thoughtfully he cached his pack, drill,
and lamp In a "dead" entry.
In two weeks Sam had been caught
at his old tricks, and the judge had
sent him up for another year. The
sheriff took him out to the mines,
and Sam went straight to the place
where he had hidden his tools. They
were gone, somebody had stolen
them. Sam went to the super.
"What they take them tools for?"
he asked Indignantly. "I axes you,
ain't theyknowa man gwlne need
them toolB again?"
.

Philippines.
Kill Pest
Fo:-- some time a very active war
has been waged In the Philippines
against the rinderpest, which formerly
n
cattle and cara-baokilled a
but now the number of victims
has been reduced to a few thousands
annually. This effective work has
been done through the assistance of
the Philippine scouts, the services of
which Wore of great value In searching out instances of the existence of
the disease and in preventing the
of Infected cattle Into districts which, had been cleared of it
Fourteen hundred scouts were utilized
In the work, and they were at one
time formed Into a cordon which
moved southward, leaving the disfragrant twilight
absolutely
Next day he Insisted upon replacing trict behind themis anticipated clear of
that in
the broken fence, and then In planting the disease. It few years
rlndep
a
of
the
course
the
new
bulbs.
the
the flower border with
entirely
bo
will
eliminated
pest
from
of
matter
Miss Potter assisted, as a
the islands.
conscience.
And last of all, on Saturday afterAway Too Much.
noon, she found In the old parlor such
Miss Mary Garden was asked the
a mass of beautiful lilies as she had
other day if she thought outdoor exernever dreamed of possessing.
"How angry and Impatient I was," cise was good for women.
"Yes, I do," Miss Garden answered,
she cried contritely, "and here I can
"provided a golden mean is mainmake my flower offering after all."
e
has wrecked
In the early morning, Ziola entered tained.
the little church, her arms aching with countless women's digestions. Over
their beautiful burden, her heart full exercise has wrecked countless women's homes."
of rejoicing.
In

half-millio-

.

Under-exercls-

I put this medicine under my rice or
A Korean Sabbath
on top of it?"
school secretary in hla report Instead
of giving the average attendance gave
the average absences. Such Is aa illustration of the difference between
the Korean way of thinking and
speaking and ours. Christian Intelligencer.

peared, to be relayed along through
three pairs of hands to a mysterious
woman, who paid $5,000 for him.
The dog weighs three pounds and
nan who want
four ounces, but the
ed him would have paid more than the
$96 an ounce that he cost had It been
necessary, to get him.
Offley Wee's ticket from New York
to Chicago cost $595. Rather, his tickets cost that amount beoause his cusSickening Worship of Dog,
Offley Wee lllackle, champion Pom- todian bad to buy 17 of them at $35
eranian, arrived at San Francisco in a apiece so that the dog might have a
private car and Immediately disap special Pullman car to hlniseli

THREE

GOOD

HOW TO MAKE HEAD CHEESE

RECIPES

CONSOMMES AS PREPARED BY A
RECOGNIZED AUTHORITY.

Rules That Must Be Observed If One
Would Have the Dishes at Their-Bes- t
How Stock Should
Be Made.

(These recipes are from the notefor many
years head of the culinary department of a leading New York hotel.)
Consomme Royal. Beat two eggs
and mix with them half a teacup of
milk and one pinch of salt Pour the
beaten eggs Into a basin with the
milk, stand the basin In a larger one
containing hot water, put this arrangement In the oven and bake until the
contents of the small basin are firm.
Take out and put the mixture in the
small basin away to cooL When set
cut Into small pieces, pour over them
one quart of consomme and serve.
Chicken Consomme. Remove the
fillet from a chicken and put the carcass with three pounds of fillet of veal
into a stock pot, with two asd' one-hal-f
h
quarts of good stock; season with
of an ounce of salt and place
the pot on the fire to boll. Add an
onion stuck with two cloves, a small
head of celery and two leeks. Continue to skim well as the pot simmers
on the side of the fire for about three
hours. Then strain the broth and clarify with the fillet of chicken previously removed. Strain once more through
a cloth into a basin. This consomme
should be colorless.
Consomme with rice and cream Remove the fat from two quarts of consomme, put In a stew pan and when
at the point of boiling add four
of ground rloe previously
moistened with a little stock. Boll for
ten 'minutes and add one teaspoonful
each of sugar and salt; boll again, and
when the rice Is quite done pour in
half a pint of boiling cream.
Note This Is my recipe for the consomme stock Intended to be need in
making the above soups: Cut finely
a shin of beef, put In a stock pot with
two scraped carrots, two peeled onions,
three washed leeks, a few sticks of
celery and a small bunch of parsley
roots, all finely minced; add six cloves,
one teaspoonful of peppercorns, a bay
leaf and the whites and shells of six
eggs. Moisten this with two gallons
of broth and one quart of water. Stir
for a few minutes, and. If convenient
add pieces of chicken or a few bones.
Let this simmer on the range for four
hours, skim off the grease, strain
through a wet cloth, and you have the
foundation for all consommes. Chicago News.
book of Oscar Tschlrky,

one-fourt-

table-spoonfu- ls

The Right 8lde.
It is often difficult to tell which Is
the right side of huckaback toweling.
A clerk in a linen counter gave me a
sure rule for Instantly deciding, writes
a contributor in Good Housekeeping.
If one draws the linen between thumb
and finger, one side of the goods Is
distinctly rougher than the other. The
rough feeling side is the right side.
I Imparted this secret at a little sewing bee one afternoon, where five or
six ladles were making towels. All
agreed that tbey had often spent a
great deal of time trying to decide
which was the right side of the buck-abacand several of those working
on towels that day found that their decision bad been wrong.

One-ha-

lf

Fig Pudding.
pound of figs and

three-quarter-

NO. 10.

s

of a pound of sugar; add
enough water to keep from burning
and cook to a jelly. Mix together one
cupful of chopped suet, one and a half
eupfuis of flour, one tablespoonful of
baking powder and a half teaspoonful
salt; add sufficient milk to make a
soft dough. Roll out the dough, cover with a layer of cooked figs and roll
together like a jelly cake. Put into a
bag and steam about three hours.
Frying Bacon.
When frying bacon, put the sliced
meat into a colander or Bleve and pour
boiling water over it Let it stand iu
the water Just a few seconds, then
pour, cold water through It to regain
its crlspness, says a contributor to
Good Housekeeping. Absorb the water with a cloth and fry In a smoking
hot pan. The scalding removes the
superfluous salt which Is usually left
In the bacon. The fat that Is friend
out in the cooking is better than lard
for frying. As It has no burned salt
In it U Is almost as white at lard.

Nothing Hard About Operation, but
Certain Rules Are Well to
Keep In Mind.

Cut a hog's head Into four pieces.
Remove the brain, ears, skin, snout
and eyes, cut off the fattest part for
lard. Put the lean and bony parts to
soak overnight in cold water In order
to extract the blood and dirt When
the head is cleansed put It over the
fire to boil, using water enough to
cover it Boll until the meat separates readily from the bone. Then
remove it from the fire and pick out
all of the bones. Drain off the liquor,
saving a part of It for future use.
chop the meat up finely with a
chopping knife. Return it to the
kettle and pour on enough of the
liquor to cover the meat Let It boll
slowly for fifteen minutes to a half
hour. Season to taste with salt and
pepper Just before removing It from
the fire. Turn it Into a shallow pan
or dish. Cover with a piece of cheeBe
cloth and put on a board with a
weight to make It solid. When cold
It should be sliced thinly and served
m
without further cooking.
ALWAYS

A

FAVORED

DISH

Housewife In Quest of Dessert Is 8afe
If 8he Serves a Nesselrode
Pudding.
Peel about a cup of large chestnuts;
put them into boiling water for "five
minutes; take off the second skin and
boll them again until they are tender;
press them through a sieve; cut a.
quarter pound of candled fruits Into
small pieces. Cook half cup currants
and half cup of stoned raisins In hot
water until plump; drain them through
a cloth; add one pint stiffly whipped
cream to a parfalt made of six egg
yolks and one cup of sugar; turn this
into a freezer and grind until half
frozen; then remove the paddle anl
spoon stir In the
with a
chestnuts, the fruit, one teaspoon of
vanilla, and half cup of shredded pineapple free from Juloe; place the pudding In an ice mold, pack It in Ice and '
rock salt and freeze it for six hours.
When frozen turn It Into a chilled
platter and heap whipped cream
around it
long-handle- d

Cold Slaw.
One might easily Infer that cold slaw

Is simply made as hot slaw, and served
cold, but here Is the exact recipe:
Take 1 head of cabbage, cut fine, 1
egg, 1 teacupful of vinegar, butter the
size of a walnut, 1 teaspoonful of celery seed, a little flour, and salt to
Sprinkle the flour,
suit the taste.

salt and celery seed over the cabbage; warm the vinegar and butter,
in a frying pan. Put the cabbage ln-- '
to it Beat the egg and pour It over
all. Mix well together and cook exactly two minutes. Let it get cold
before serving.

Maple Sugar Cookies.
Cream together one scant cupful of
butter, with three cupfuls of crushed
maple sugar and add in the order mentioned two well beaten eggs,
of a enpful of sour milk, In
which has been dissolved a scant
of baking soda, and sufficient
sifted flour to form a batter that will
drop from the spoon. Allow plenty of
space on the baking tins, as the caktts
will spread when cooking and bake lis
a rather quick oven, until they are
crisp and brown around the edges.
three-quarte-

Curried Oyster.
Take two dozen oysters, one onion
one tablespoonful of curry powder,
one dessert spoonful of flour, two
ounces of butter and the Juice of a
lemon. Chop the onion up fine, mix
the curry powder, flour and butter together and put all Into a stewpan.
simmering it till a nice' brown and
stirring all the time; add the liquor
of he oysters and the lemon juice and
boll for five minutes. Put In oysters,
boil up once and serve with a dish ol
boiled rice.
Lemon Custard Pudding.
Boll one pint of milk and pour it
over three ounces of fine bread

crumbs; cream one ounce of butter
with two ounces of sugar, add the
beaten yolks of two eggs and grated
rind of lemon, then gradually add the
milk and crumbs; stir all together and
pour Into a buttered pie dish. Bake
one-hal- f
hour or until set; then beat
the whites of the eggs to a stiff froth,
with one ounce of sugar and a taw
drops of lemon Juice. Pile roughly
over the pudding; sift a little sugar
4
over and then brown lightly.
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It science can evolve a atlngless
bee, why not a voiceless cat!

President Wilson Keeping In Close
Touch With Events Here and
in Japan.

Take your choice, hubby, when the
parlor rug cornea out Beat it or
beat It

Washington, D. C President Wil
son keeps in close touch with the situation, both in Japan nnd California,
over the proposed alien land legisla-

tighter than
ever," says a fashion expert How
will be worn

"Skirts

can they?"

"Woman Goea Over Niagara Fall
on Pleasure Trip," Bays a headline.
How enjoyable!
Do you think that the man who Is
always telling how to manage a woman, ever tried It T
If Frledmann'a vaccine shall be established, the turtle will take Us
1ace alongside the cow.

What an awful calamity It would be
If the leading baseball players should
contract writer's cram pi
Long silence by a man at a telephone may not indicate wire trouble.
Mayba his wife's at the other end.
hundred love letters
were found among the effects of an
he
Australian bachelor. Evidently
either had to die or marry to stop
them.
Twenty-thre-

e

Some men would like to have a
Job picking the blossoms off a century plant at $10,000 a year, If they
couldn't get the job of boiler in-

jector.

In payment of an election bet a
man Is to lead a donkey from Portland, Me., to Portland, Ore. His companion In the "hike" is singularly well
chosen.
Announcement that pythons have
increased In price five dollars a foot
need cause no uneasiness, as a very
small helping would be enough for
anybody.
'
Utah evidently wants to Increase its
population with Its reward to mothers of ten dollars for the first child,
and seven dollars for each additional
consumer.

With a buffalo on the new nickel,
don't feel called upon to shirk hustling for the coin. The "hump" is on
your side of the fence Just as much
lis It ever was.
The pursuit of ferocious African animals Is urged as a distraction for
brain fag. Looking a large lion in the
eye is well calculated to dislodge all
other thoughts.

a New York patriot has Issued a
pamphlet that we should speak American, a greater name for the greatest
language.
What's the matter with
talking United States?
A hobo is reported to demand ol
Los Angeles Jailors that he be permit
ted to take four baths a day. PobsI-blhe Is working for a permanent
berth in an Insane asylum.

y

The new nickel has evoked much
unfriendly criticism, yet the coin
might have been a great deal worse.
Suppose some cubist had been allowed
lo furnish the design for it
One pleasant thing about

a cold it

the large variety of delightful cures it
brings to one's attention, and the pa
tient can generally try them all before
the cold gets tired and quits.

The common notion that talk Is
chean will have to slva wit hrnr
the figures of the Bell telephone sys
tem, which announce gross receipt
of 19,200,000 for a single year.
An eastern divine remarks that the
world Is growing better day by day,
How about the nights?

It Is quite indicative that when a
girl speaks of her corsetler that her
father makes at least $5,000 per an
cum, and also when she speaks of her
Parisienne corsetlere, daddy has got
another

ralBe.

The complaint of the New York
lady that on an Income of $18,000
year she had to help in the housework
is expected to arouse sympathy and
commiseration only among the "Little
Brothers of the Rich."
The cartoonists meBe days are
wielding the pencil to portray spring
buds. About the best spring buds in
the minds of women, however, are
those seen In the" millinery depart
ments marked $49.98.
Here ana mere you win see a resourceful young man wearing one of
those green hats and trying to escape, avoid, or minimize the deep
carnation thereof by having the bow
Shifted from the back to the aid.

KIDNEY PILLS

Art RlchMt In Curative Qualities
FOR BACKACHK. RHEUMATISM,
KIDNEYS AND BLADDER

tion, lie read with Interest the dispatches from Toklo describing popular feeling against the bill and studied
the text of the pending measures as
well as a synopsis of similar laws in
New York and Texas.
The president told Ills callers that
the federal eoverninent must of nec
essity refrain from Interference with
California while In the process of leg
islating and could not make its attitude known to inquiring nations until the bill was passed. He added,
however, that If any impression had
been circulated In Japan that the administration here had become Indlf- erent to the developments In Cali
fornia, such a view was unjustified,
and that judgment as to the measures
should be withheld until they are finally framed and passed.
In the meantime, the president said
that every effort was being made to
keep in communication informally
with the California legislature. It is
unlikely that the president will com
municate his views directly, or take
any steps that will interfere with the
legislative process, but he hopes
through members of congress hero to
do his utmost to prevent any obvious
violation of treaty obligations. Should
treaty rights be Violated, he is hopeful that Japan will withhold judgment
until the American courts have dealt
with the question.
The attitude of government officials
may be summed up as looking upon
the popular outbursts In Toklo as unwarranted at this time. The federal
government fully intends to give Japa
nese residents every protection and
privilege according to foreigners under the favored nation principles of
its treaties.
At the same time diplomatic cir
cles here are alive to the situation and
some of the more prominent embassies and legations have been ordered
to keep their governments advised of
every action. Protests from Italy,
which it is believed might be followed by more from other nations, as to
the restrictions on aliens, excited
much comment among the diplomats;
but attention was most frequently
drawn to the existing alliances between Japan and the great powers
which might be affected In case of a
breach between Japan and the United
States.

the fact that thousands
of women are now using

Do you realize
!

I

TV
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-
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A Soluble Antiseptic Powder .
as a remedy for mucous membrane affections, such as sore throat, nasal or
pelvic catarrh, Inflammation or ulceration, caused by female Ills? Women
who have been cured say "It is worth
Its weight In gold." Dissolve in water
and apply locally. For ten years the
Lydla E. Plnkham Medicine Co. has
recommended Paxtine in their private
correspondence with women.
For all hygienic and toilet uses it has
ho equal. Only EOc a large box at Druggists or sent postpaid on receipt of
price. The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston,
Mass.
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PETRIFIED WATERFALL

One of the Natural Wonder of the
World That Is Located in
Country of Algeria.

With all the beauty of a cataract of
living water, there Is in Algeria a remarkable petrified waterfall which
recently" has been engaging the attention of scientists. This is the
which means "The
When health and weather would permit, the Pope found his best
bath of the damned," and Is located 62
In walks about the beautiful grounds of the Vatican. The picture
miles from Constantino. This solidishows hlni starting out with his favorite attendant
fied cascade is the production of cal- careotis deposits from sulphurous and
ferruginous mineral springs, Issuing
IN
BEEI
BIG
OF
LOSS
EXPORTS
WOMAN ATTACKS HER AFFINITY
from the depths of the earth at a tem
perature of 95 degrees centigrade.
Thirty-SiTimes 'as Many Catttlc
'The bath of the damned," even
MRS. JULIA HARRIS USES HATCH1907
by
Shipped
Were
Out in
from a near viewpoint, looks for all
ET ON BARBER.
the United States.
the world like a-- great wall of water
dashing into a swirling pool at its
C. W. Ellis Mortally tnjured by OwnWashington, D. C The United foot, yet its gleaming, graceful curves
er of Shop Where He Was
States was exporting more than thirty-si- and the apparently swirling eddies at
Employed.
times as much fresh beef and cat- Its base are as fixed and immovable
tle six years ago as It sends abroad as if carved from the face of a granite
Kansas City, Kan. Mrs. Julia F. V. now, as shown by statistics made pub- cliff.
Harris, a woman lawyer and owner lic by Secretary Redfield of the DeMany centuries have, of course.
of a barber shop at 425 Minnesota partment of Commerce. In the first gone to the making of the deposits,
avenue, Kansas City, Kan., attacked nine months of the present fiscal year, and the springs were well known to
Cornwall W. Ellis, her head barber, ending March 31, there were exports the ancient Romans. The name
with a hatchet at 2 o'clock in the of only 5,479,439 pounds of fresh beef
was given to the stone
afternoon. She inflicted nine wounds and 13,598 pounds of cattle as com- cataract In an allusion to a legend
on his head, eaoh of which laid open pared with 200,069,729 pounds of fresh that the waterfall was petrified by
the skull. His right hand was badly beef and 307,726 pounds of cattle In Allah, punishing the Impiety of unhacked and the index finger nearly the same months of 1907. The inter- believers by turning all the members
of, the tribe Into stone. At night, so
severed. The surgeons who operated vening years reveal uninterrupted
on him at St. Margaret's hospital say decrease.
the story runs, its stone dwellers of
remote ages are freed from their
that he cannot live.
Another feature of the report is the
The attack happened In the barber the statement that while the popula- strange fetters, come to life and reshop. Andrew Johnson, a farmer, tion 'of the country has- increased 11 sume their normal shapes.
who was being shaved in the first per cent since 1907, the number of
A Negative Merit.
chair, and Gilbert Redding, the bar beef cattle has decreased 30 per cent.
ber who was working on him, were
She Have you any strawberries T
Dealer Yes'm. Here they are, a
the only witnesses. They ran from
AN ARMISTICE IN BALKAN WAK quarter a box.
the shop and called the police.
She Goodness! They're miserable
Mrs. Harris was kneeling in a pool
of blood beside the unconscious man Delegates Representing Turks and the looking, and so green.
Dealer I know, mum, but there
She was
when the police entered.
FIND NEW CURE FOR PNEUMONIA
Allies Sign an Agreement
ain't enough in a box to do you any
crying hysterically, and repeatedly
at Bulair.
barm.
face of the
Rockefeller Institute Investigators Be- kissed the
injured
man.
Delegates
Constantinople, Turkey.
lieve They Have Discovered a
Most Intensive.
"Speak to me, darling; speak to representing Turkey and all the BalSerum That Will Cure.
"Do you believe In Intensive garme, she was crying. '1 cannot live kan allies 'With the exception of
dening, Mrs. Hoerake?" asked the vis
boy,
New York, N. Y. A new method now that you are gone. My poor
Montenegro, has signed an armistice itor.
you love me."
me
tell
that
pneumo
to
cure
of treatment aimed
at Bulair.
"Well, rather," said Mrs. Hoerake.
Ellis was hurried to St. Margaret's
nia la under experiment at the Rocke"I spent all last winter 'raising one
Mrs.
ambulance,
and
hospital
an
in
feller Institute, it was announced here
London, England. A Belgrade dis- geranium In a soap box." Harper's
headquarby Clarence A. McWllllams, a phy- Harris was taken to police
to the Dally Mall says the ex- Weekly.
patch
n
sician who has worked in collabora- ters. There she assumed a calm air istence of a secret
with
tion with the medical Investigators and talked frely of her relationsexcept
convention providing for reciprocal as
everything
discussing
Ellis,
at the institute.
sistance in conflicts with Servla has
The announcement of a positive the attack with the hatchet, which been revealed through the indiscretion
mind.
cure is not yet made, Doctor McWlll- she said had slipped heryears
diplomatic official.
old. Is of a Bubordlnate
Mrs. Harris, who is 45
lams said, but improvement in pneu
a
Harris,
farmer
of
Albert
wife
the
monia cases under the new treatment
Springs. They were mar- A BANKER MUST GO TO PRISON
had been noted. Patients who have at Bonner
twenty-twyears ago, and have
ried
prebeen inoculated with a serum
10 years old.
Mrs. Harris The Plea of W. L. Norton of Okla
one
child,
pared in a manner different from that
past
noma City Overruled by the
attending the discovery of other se is a graduate lawyer and for the
Court of Appeals.
rums, are under observation at the eight years has spent most of her
Likes
According to Doctor Mc- time in Kansas City, Kan., conductinstitute.
on
carrying
shop,
and
ing
a
barber
Muskogee, Ok. William L. Norton,
Wllllams, announcement of the suc
formerly president of the American
cess or failure of the method may be other business enterprises.
40 years old, and has a wife
Is
Ellis
National Bank at Bartlesvllle and of
expected two to six months hence in
and son in St. Louis, from whom he the Columbia Bank and Trust com
the institute's Journal of Experimenhas been separated for the past three pany at Oklahoma City, convicted of
tal Medicine.
years.
violating the national banking laws,
must serve seven years in federal
NEGRO THIEF TRAPPED BY DOOR LONG JOURNEY TO TRY "CURE"
prison. Norton was convicted in the
federal courts here in connection with
Thin, crisp bits of white
St. Louis Man Held Prisoner All Night To See Dr. Frledmann, a New Mexico irregularities in the Bartlesvllle bank.
More
Than
Judge
Traveled
to
Indian Com, cooked
When a Pile of Trunks
United States District Attorney Gregg
3,000 Miles.
Fell On Him.
has been notified that the sentence of
perfection and toasted to a
Providence, R. I. Ending a Journey the lower court had been affirmed by
delicate brown without the
St. Louis, Mo. A negro's head of 3,000 miles under taken to enable the circuit court of appeals.
firmly wedged in an unused side door him to receive treatment for tubercutouch of human hand.
of his residence was the sight that losis from Doctor Frledmann, Judge AMUSEMENT PARK DESTROYED
greeted Ceorge L. Uurrell when he Alford W. Cooley, former associate
You get them in the
went into the hall to investigate justice of the New Mexico supreme
In a
$200,000
Estimated
Loss
sealed
An
of
package
groans which awakened him. Several court, and a former assistant United
.
End Heights,
at
West
Fire
trunks piled near the door had fallen States attorney general, has arrived
St. Louis. "
against It after the Intruder had here.
opened the door and placed his bead
Mr. Cooley, who has been under
St. Louis, Mo. West End Heights,
Inside. Their weight mude an effec treatment at the government sanitarA dish of Post Toasties
tive trap from which there was no ium at Silver City, N. M., came with one of St. Louts' best known summer
destroyed by fire, caus
escape.
his wife in the private car of Lars gardens, was
for breakfast -- and lunch,
Anderson, recently United States am- ing a loss eBtlraated at (200,000. One
with thick creanV or rich
Make I, W. W. Work on Street.
bassador to Japan. Doctor Frledmann man, Dan Slattery, the watchman,
Denver, Col. Chief of Police Felix took the patient under his care Im- who was Hi of pneumonia in' his bed
fruit juice, is a dish that epin the hotel, is missing and it is feared
O'Neill made preparations to put to mediately upon arrival.
periBhed.
exception
of
be
With the
icures might chortle over.
work repairing streets and building
the theater and hotel, the amusement
A Word From Mr. Martin.
sidewalks several of the one hundred
London, England. A friend here of places were all bunched and It was
I. W. W. men In Jail here serving
Nourishing, economical,
Joseph W. Martin, the Memphis cot- impossible to check the flames. The
'.ences for vagrancy. ' It was reporti
part
burned,
but
of the hotel
several hundred more members of tin ton dealer, received the following tele- theater
delicious, "more-ish.- "
gram
Svltxerland: was saved. The park was to bave
from Vevey,
srganlzatlon are on the way to De
"Cease Inquiries. All well WriUu," opened In two. weeks.
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Comtesae Elise, daughter of the govern-no- r
of the Mount, hns chance encounter
with a peasant boy. The "Mount," a small
d
Island, stood In vast bay on
(he northwestern coast of France, fnd
during the time of Louis XVI was a government stronghold. Develops that, the
peasant boy was the son of Seigneur
nobleman.
rock-boun-

o,

CHAPTER II. (Continued.)
Here, too, Sanchez, the Seigneur's
old servant, returning months later
from long wanderings to the vicinity
of the Mount for no especial reason,
save the desire once more to see the
place had found him. And at the
sight the man frowned.
In the later days, the Seigneur
Desaurao had become somewhat unmindful, If not forgetful, of his own
flesh and blood. It may be that the
absorbing character of the large and
chivalrous motives that animated him
left little disposition or ialsure for
private concerns; at any rate, he
seemed seldom to have thought, much
less spoken of, that "hostage of fortune" he bad left behind; an
that In no wise surprised
the servant which, Indeed, met the
man's full,, unspoken approval! The
Seigneur, his master, was a nobleman of untarnished ancestry, to be
followed and served;
the son
Sanchez had never forgiven the
mother her
extraction. He
was, himself, a peasant!
absent-mindedne-

low-bor- n

CHAPTER III.
A 8udden Resolution.
After his chance encounter with
my lady, the governor's daughter, and
Beppo, her attendant, the boy walked
quickly from the Mount to the forest.
His eyes were still bright; his cheeks
yet burned, but occasionally the
shadow of a smile played about his
mouth, and he threw up bis head
fiercely. At the verge of the wood
he looked back, stood for a moment
, with the reflection of light on his face,
then plunged into the shadows of the
sylvan labyrinth. Near the east door
of the castle, which presently
he
reached, he stopped for an armful of
faggots, and, bending under his load,
passed through an entrance, seared
and battered, across a great rootless
space and up a flight of steps to a
room that had once been the kitchen
of the vast establishment. As he entered, a man, thin, wizened, though
active looking, turned .around.
"So you've got back?" he said In
grumbling tone.
"Yes," answered the boy
casting the wood to the flag- -
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flames, started; when he. had left the
child and Beppo, unconsciously he had
dropped It, but this he did not now
explain. "I didn't bring one."
"Didn't bring one?"
"No," said the boy, flushing slightly.
"And not a bone or scrap in the
larder! Niggardly fishermen! A small
enough wage for going to sea and
helping them "
"Oh, I could have had what I wanted.
And they are not niggardly!
Only I forgot."
"Forgot!" The man lifted his hands,
but any further evidence of surprise
or expostulation was Interrupted by a
sudden ebullition In the pot
Left to his thoughts, the boy stepped
to the window; for some time stood
motionless, gazing through a. forest
rift at the end of which uprose the
top of nn Aladdin-lik- e
structure, by
an optical Illusion become a part of
that locality; a conjuror's castle In
the wood!
"The Mount looks near tonight,
Sanchez!"
"Near?" The man took from Its
hook' the pot and set It on the table.
"Not too near to suit the governor,
perhaps!"
"And why should It suit him?"
drawing a stool to the table and sitting down.
"Because he must be so fond of
looking at the forest."
"And does that please him?"
"How could It fail to? Isn't it a
nlco wood? Oh, yes, I'll warrant you
he finds It to his liking. And all the
lands about the forest that used to belong to the old Seigneurs, and which
the peasants have taken waste lands
they have tilled he must think them
very fine to look at, now! And what
a hubbub there would be, If the lazy
peasants had to pay their metayage,
and fire-ta- x
and roid-taand all the
other taxes the way the other peasants do to him "
"What do you mean?"
"Nothing!" The man's-Jaclosed
like a steel trap. "The porridge is
burned."
And with no further word the meal
proceeded. The man, first to finish,
lighted his pipe, moved again to the
fire, and, maintaining a taciturnity
that had become more or less habitual, stolidly devoted himself to the
solace of the weed and the companionship of his own reflections. Once
or twice the boy seemed about to
speak and did not; finally, however,
he leaned forward, a more resolute
light in his sparkling black eyes.
"You never learned to read, Sanchez?"
At the unexpected question, the
smoke puffed suddenly from the man's
Hps. "Not I."
"Nor write?"
The man made a rough gesture.
"Nor sail to the moon!" be returned
derisively. "Read? Rubbish! Write?
What for? Does it bring more fish
"
to your nets?"
"Who could show me how to read
and write?"
"You?" Sanchez stared.
"Why not?"
"Books are the tools of the devil!"
declared Sanchez shortly. "There
was a black man here today with a
paper a 'writ,' I think he called It
or a 'service' of some kind anyhow,
It must have been in Latin," violently,
"for such gibberish, I never beard
x
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Was, Himself, a Peasant.

ging near the flame and brushing his
coat with his hand; "the storm kept
us out last night, Sanchez."
"It'll keep you out for good some
day," remarked the man. "You'll be
drowned, If you don't have a care."
"Better that than being hanged!"
returned the lad lightly.
The other's response, beneath his
breath, was lost, as be drew his stool
close to the pot above the blaze, removed the lid and peered within. Apparently his survey wsb not satisfactory,', for he replaced the cover,
clasped his fingers over bis knees and
half closed his eyes.
"Where's the fishT"
TU bcri tbouahtfulljr warding the

and"

The boy rose. "People who can't
read and write are low and Ignorant!"
"Eh1 What's come over you?"
"My father was a gentleman."
"Your father! yes "
"And a Seigneur! "
"A Seigneur truly!"
"And I mean to be one!" said the
bey suddenly, closing his fists.
"Oh, oh! So that's It?" derisively.
"You! A Seigneur? WhoBe mother "
"Who could teach me?" Determined,
but with a trace of color on his brown
cheek, the boy looked down.
"Who?" The man began to recover
'That's not so
from bis surprise.
easy to tell. But If you must know
well, there's Gabriel Gabarle, for one,
a poet of the people. He might do It
although there's talk or cutting off
bis head"
"What for?"
"For knowing how to write."
The lad reached for his hat
"Where art you going?"
"To tt post's."

TC.
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"At this late hour!

hurry!"

The lad complied, and as be did so,
peered eagerly Into the capacious
depths of the vehicle.
"The boy with the fish!" exclaimed
at the same time a girlish treble
within.
"Eh?" my lord turned sharply.
"An Impudent lad who stopped the
Lady Elise!" exclaimed the fat man
surely Beppo on the front seat.
"Stopped the Lady Elise!" The
governor repeated the words slowly;
an ominous pause was followed by an
abrupt movement on the part of the
child.
"He did not stop me; It was I who
nearly ran over him, and It was my
fault Beppo does not tell the truth
he's a wicket man! and I'm glad I'm
not going to see blm any more! And
the boy wasn't Impudent; at least
until Beppo offered to strike him,
and then, Beppo didn't! Beppo," derisively, "was afraid!"
"My lady," Beppo's voice was soft
and unctious, "construes forbearance
for fear."
"Step nearer, boy!"
Partly bllrided by the lamps, the lad
obeyed; waa cognizant of a piercing
scrutiny; two hard, steely eyes that
seemed to read his Inmost thoughts;
a face, indistinguishable but compelling; beyonu, something white a girl's
dress that moved and fluttered!
"Who is he?"
"A poor boy who lives In the woods,
papa!"
But Beppo leaned forward and whls-perehis words too low for the lad
to catch. Whatever his Information,
the governor i started; the questioning glance on an Instant brightened,
and his bead was thrust forward
close to the boy's. A chill seemed
to pass over the lad, yet he did not
quail.
,
"Good-by- ,
boy!" said the child, and,
leaning from the window, smiled
down at him.
He tried to answer, when a hand
pulled her in somewhat
"Drive on!" Again the shrill tones
-
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ere ue obeyed, however, the carriage door, from which the governor
had been leaning, swung open.
"Walt!" he called out Impatiently,
and tried to close It, but the catch-prob- ably
from long disuse would
not bold, and, before the liveried
servant perched on the lofty carriage
behind bad fully perceived the fact
and had recovered himself sufficiently
to think of his duties, the boy on the
beach bad sprung forward.
"Slam It!" commanded an Irate

You are In a

"If what you sny Is true, there's no
time to lose."
"Well, if you find him writing
verses about liberty and equality,
don't Interrupt him, or you'll lose
your head," shouted the man.
But when the sound of the boy's
footsteps had ceased, Sanchez's expression changed; more bent, more
worn, he got up and walked slowly to
and jlro. "A fine Seigneur!"
The
molderlng walls seemed to echo the
words. "A fine Seigneur!" he muttered, and again sat brooding by the
fire.- -

In the gathering dusk the lad strode
briskly on. A squirrel barked to the
right; he did not look around. A partridge drummed to the left; usually
alert to wood sound or life, tonight
he did not heed it. But, fairly out of
the forest and making his way with
the same air of resolution across the
sands toward the lowland beyond, his
attention, son a sudden, became forcibly diverted. He had but half completed the distance from the place
where he had left the wood to the objective point In the curvature of the
shore, when to the left through the
gloom, a great vehicle, drawn by six
horses, could be seen rapidly approaching. From the Imposing equipage gleamed many lamps; the moon,
which ere this had begun to assert
its place in the heavens, made bright
the shining harness and shone on the
polished surface of the golden car.
'
'
Wondering, the boy paused.
"What Is that?"
The person addressed, a fisherman
belated, bending to the burden on his
shoulders, stopped, and, breathing
hard, looked around and watched the
approaching vehicle intently.
"The governor's carriage!" he said.
"Haven't you ever heard of the governor's carriage?"
"No."
"That's because he hasn't used it
lately; but in her ladyship's day "
"Her ladyship?"
"The governor's lady he bought it
for her. But she soon got tired of It
or perhaps didn't like the way the
people looked at her!" roughly. "Mon
Dieu!
perhaps they did scowl a little for It didn't please them, I can
tell you! the sight of all that gold
squeezed from the taxes!"
"Where is he going now?"
"Nowhere himself he never goes
far from the Mount. But the Lady
Ellse, his daughter sqme one in the
village was Baying she was going to

over-suddenl-

CHAPTER IV.
A Dance on the Beach.
The great vernal equinox of April
178 , was the cause of certain unusual movements of the tide, which
made old mariners and coast-fishemen shake their beads and gaze seaward, out of all reckonlg. At times,
after a tempest, on this strange coast,
the waters would rise in a manner
and at an hour out of the ordinary,
and then among the dwellers on the
shore, there were those who prognosticated dire unhapplness, telling
how the sea had once devoured two
villages overnight, and how, beneath
the sands, were homes intact, with
the people yet in their beds.
Concerned with a disordered social
system and men in and out of dungeons, the governor had little time
and less Inclination to note the cut
prices of the tide or the vagaries of
the strand. The people! The menacing and mercurial ebb and flow of
their moods! The maintenance ot
autocratic power on uke land, and, a
more difficult task, on the sea these
were matters of greater import than
the phenomena of nature whose purposes man is powerless to shape or
curb. My lady, his daughter, however, who had Just returned from
seven years' schooling at a convent
and one year at court where the
queen, Marie Antoinette,
set the
fashion of gaiety, found in the conduct
of their great neighbor, the ocean,
of both entertainment and
a
instruction for her guests, a merry
company transported from Versailles.
"Is It not a sight well wor'u seeing alter your tranquil Seine, my
Lords?" she would say with a wave
of her white hand toward the restless
sea. "Here, perched in mid air like
eagles, you have watched the 'grand
tide,' as we call it, come in like no
other tide faster than a horse can
gallop! Where else could you witness the like?"
"Nowhere. And when it goes
out "
"It goes out so far, you can no
longer see It; only a vast beach that
reaches to the horizon, and "
"Must be very dangerous?"
"For a few days, perhaps; later,
not at all, when the petites tides are
the rule, and can be depended on.
Then are tie sands, except for one
or two places very
as
safe as your gardens at Versailles.
But remain, and you shall see."
Which they did finding the place
to their liking or their hostess; for
the governor, who cared not for
r
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well-know-

Paris"

"Paris!" The lad repeated the word
quickly. "What for?"
"What do all the great lords and
nobles send their children there for?
To get educated married, and to
learn the tricks of the court! Bah!"
With a coarse laugh the man turned;
stooping beneath his load, he moved
grumbllngly on.
,
The boy, however, did not stir; as
In a dream be looked first at the
Mount, a dark triangle against the
sky, then at the carriage.
Nearer
the latter drew, was about to dash
by, when suddenly the driver, on his
high seat, uttered an exclamation and
at the same time tugged hard at the
reins. The vehicle took a quick turn,
lurched dangerously in Its
pomp, and almost upsetting, came to
a standstill nearly opposite the boy.
"Careless dog!" a shrill voice
screamed from the Inside. "What
are you doing?"
("The Uses, your Excellency!" The
driver's voice was thick; as he spoke
e swayed uncertainly.
"Lises quicksands "
"There, your Exoellency," Indicating
a gleaming place right in their path;
a small bright spot that looked as ir
It might have been polished, while
elsewhere on the surrounding sands
tiny rippling parallels caressed the
eye with streaks of black and silver.
"I saw It in time!"
angrily. "Imbecile!
"In time!"
Didn't you know It was .there?"
"Of course, your Excellency! Only
I bad misjudged a little, and" The
man's manner showed he was frightened.
"Falsehoods! You have been drinking! Don't answer. You shall hear
of this later. Drive around the spot."
"Yes, your Excellency," was the
new sober and subdued answar.
top-heav- y

The Lad Compiled.
cut the air. "Drive fin, I tell you!
Dlable! What are you standing here
for!"
A whip lashed the air and ' the
horses leaped forward. The back
of the vehicle almost struck
the lad, but, motionless, be continued
staring after It. Farther it drew
away, and, as be remained thus ho
discerned, or. fancied he discernod, a
girl's face at the back a ribbon that
waved for a moment in the moonlight, and then was gone.
Eight years elapsed before ntxt
ha saw bar,
wt-eel- s

guests, but must needs entertain
them for reasons of state, left them
at much as might be to bis daughter.
She, brimming with the ardor and
effervescence of eighteen years, accepted these responsibilities gladly;
pending that period she bad referred
to, turned the monks' great refectory
,
and then, when the
into a
gales had swept away, proposed the
sands themselves as a scene for diversion both for her guests and the
reople. This, despite the demur of
hit Excellency, her father.
(TO
CONTmVSIM
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This section of the country
has been without rain ever since
last October until Sunday night
the 20th it began raining' about
sun set and continued the greater part of the night. Giving a
total rainfall of about 1A inches.
There has bee: several good
snows the past winter which
kept the ground in faidy good
condition and grass was starting nicely This excellent rain
coining at this time injures an
abundance of early grass which
means thousands of fat cattle in
the Kenna vacinily, within a
short time,. and at no further
expense of feeding
The fanners will soon begin
plai ting, and this good moisture
will insula good stands
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western crank who argued

meted out in this world,' was
burned to death in a hotel fire
tho next night. Wor'i never yet fasreed any
one out as much as worry.
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eer of the Panama Canal, in a
A man will work hard for a
report to the war department
snap.
soft
thai,
expressed the hope
he would
pass a ship through the canal
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before the close of. the present
nerves.
year.
The neighborhood dipping vat
Tho photographer with the
located just west of town at tho best reputation may never have
L. V. D. well was completed made a photograph that looked
Tuesday and is now ready for like the original.
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the face after a traiu has passed dunce. Once is when he is a
through n tunnel, it is not al- boy the second," when he has
ways a sign that thfl smoke has a bov.
choked her.
Peware of Ointments for Catarrh
that Contain Mercury,
After a man has taken about
mercury will lurely destroy the trau ot smell
ai
twenty
ho should and completely drraiijte the whole eyateiu when
It through the mueou
urlucea.
Kuril
be able to see tho error of his eutehnf
artlrlee ahoukl nrver be unmI except on prewrip.
tlnrut rrom reputable physicians, u the Uamaice they
will do la ten fuUJ to the chm1 you can pomlbty de
way.
rive Irom them.
Hall'a Catarrh Cyre,
eye-opener- s,

There are mothers who brag
Home people mourn away $5
near the Pecos river west ofi about how much, the children worth of time over the loss of a
'
Kenna.
look like their dad.
:
dollar.
.

nuiuulactureU
by F. J. Cheney A Co.. Toledo, O.. eonlaUia no mercury, anil U taken internally, act Inn directly uioa
the blood and inueoua aurracca ot tlie syslein. la
buying Hall's Catarrh Cum be sure you art tha
genuine. 11 la takeu Internally and Dimle In lolcda
)0lilo. by F. J. Cheney 4 Co. Testimonials free.
ur I'ruNKint. J rire, luc. per oolite.
'iako Hall's taiully 1'Ula lot muaitirutiuu.

r.

TJ.

9.

Land Office at Roswell, N. M. Mch. II, 113. sris' hereby given that Emerson
L.
Creech, of New Hope. N. M.. who, on Jun. 18,
Till made II. E. Ser. No. 028P87, for WM StfVl
SWXNWH, sec. S9; and SEX: SEW NEW.
Section 30, Township e s. Range 35 E. N, M.
P, Meridian, htrs filed notice ot Intention to
muke three-yea- r
Proofv to establish claim
to the land above described, before O. E.
Toombs. U. S. Commissioner, In his ofTice at
Xew Hope. N M. on May 6. 1913.

Claimant names at witnesses

--1

v

Edgar J- - Strawn, Joseph V. Uallew, Ella K,
liranhum, these of Xew Hope, N. M. Edwin F.
tninmn. of Nobe. N. M.
A4-J
T, C. TturwoN. Register.

that all punishment for sins is

Colonel

their ranch

of the Interior,

- Notice

Is best emitppftd best qualified to teteh ytm law
pritctico or lor oustnens. i ne cauuos ex
iur
plains eacn advantage in detail lists the thou- 4 nos oi ucuesiui praauHTtifl, mtxa g.ves ine itur

Si

for FoblfcKtlon.

XotJce

aso. It was founded on sane meth
ods, sound courses and authoritative
teaching. It has never deviated therefrom.
. It has had phenomenal success and enjoys
unJbnUed respect Klghtaow

Tbc Sprague Correspondence
cnool ol Law

.

Emma Lee, Richard R. Reagan. Elmer CI. '
Newlin, William L. 1. Parker. aU of Boa
M
T C. TlWiOTSOH,
Ai MJ
Keulster.

InTeaehinglawbyMail

-

bought at the high-

est market

GENERAL RAINS IN EASTERN NEW MEXI-

os witnesses:

!!

una tsusinew uw course.
If you want tht best writ
now jor ixi analog.

that is good

Our Prices Are Right.
country produce

names

Jnson H. IleniTrlx. John A. T.usler, these of
Judson N. M. Loainn L. Peach, Odis Butler
these of Route 3. Ellda. N, M.
A
.MJ
T. C. Tlllotson, Register,

A fine three year old rerch-ero- n
Clyde.
Will make this seasons stand
Xotlcc for rulilirntlon.
021743
at J. 11. Evans barn 3 miles
or the interior, U. S.
southeast of Kenna at the very-lo- Dopaprtmeut
Land Oftlce at Roswell, .V. M. Deo. "7,
price of $7.00. Insurance. Notice is hereby given that William A. mt.
Shirs.,
Uoaz, K. M. who, on Sept. 15. 1909, made H.
in now on the of
The hoi-sK. 020053 for NWM. Section it,
and on May
ground.
5. ioio. mode ndd'l II, K. 021743. for the SWx,
23, all in Township a s.. Range
Seetion
K
Kespct.
X. M. I. Meridian, has Hied notice of intention
O. D. Smiiman
J. I?.. Evans
to make Unal three year proof, to establish

FANCY AND STAPLE

All kinds of

-- NORTH 8IDB-Ag- ent
for tlie panhandle Steam

'.

eorre-

KENNA,

George B. Boies of Roswell,
with the Ford Auto people spent
a few days in this vicinity the
past week showing up a few of
the good qualities of the Ford,
and it is said that while here he
closed a deal witlr- W. B.
for one of his splendid
"five passenger cars."
Heavy rains and hail fell last
Saturday evening and Sunday
in the Picacho country west of
Roswell and the streams there
are reported higher than for
severrl years. In places tho hail
was said to have been 8 inches
deep on the level and much damage was done to stock, especially
to the little lambs.
George T. LittleMeltl thh week
delivered to Walker Bros. 150
head of yearling steers. The
silo was made teveial months
ago, and the exact price paid is
not given out, but it is known

Tho Barb or

It established
4xtpondence
instrudlou n ream

.-

Will McOombs

was Li town
.Wednesday, sporting his new
five passengjr Ford car which
he has just purchased through
Mr. Boies of Roswell.
Walker Bros, this week received the 150 head of yearling
steers of William II. and Joseph
A. Cooper which they had contracted for some months ago.
The price paid is not made
public.
Samuel J. Graham of Pittsburg has been selected for an
assistant attorney general to
till the vacancy created by the
resignation of William II. Lewis, the Boston negro appointed

CENTS

THE ORIGINAL SCHOOL

K

-4-

X M.
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TIN SHOP

Misses White and Bani3 left

-

CSOOSIt

9reprieters cf the

RENT.

the school house. Inquire of
John A. Kimmons.

10

GBKAT NOHfUKKN BKHU CO.
Hockforrt, Illlnola
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1409
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-

Laundry, of Amarllle, Taxaa
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.d postpaid our
FAMOUS COLLECTION

1

HARDWARE
Building Material
Farm Implements
of nil Kinds.

- -

Rm-tdie-

R. L. ROBERSON,

Xew VHewe.

I

.

c340

Mil

ifleek

iC000900teO(0000
x

we will

Deaters in

A

iftatioiteri.Subbcr

iirtkla.

Soikt

Fresh, Reliable, Pur
Guarantee) lo Pliasa
Every Gardener an
Planter should test the
superior tnerltsof Out
KorthernOrowD Bwte

south east of town.
Xolan Oliver with Joyce
Pruitt Co, was in town this
week and stocked the merchants
here with more

Oood two room house with
good well of water, located near

kinds ffatent Vlledieines

Scott,

KENNA LUMBER CO.

4 "ChemleaU.

Vienna,

ut

Miss Ola Jones moved out
Monday 21st and established
residence on her claim six miles

ffure' 9resk Slrugs

Your patronage solicited. S
8

tf

Vhiizidan d tfurgccnt and ffrep.

The best and
most reliable

8

Free garden seed. Inquire of
Post Master,
Kenna, N. M.
Dr. Lipp of Roswell was in
town a few days this week in
charge of the dipping of cattle
here.

'Dr. H. L; Fiscus.
fke Pienna drugstore.

Strictly a home institution

In

LOCAL AND PERSONAL.
Now that a good rain has
come, who will liava the earliest
garden?

X

ZWs. J

Advertiselng rates made known on application
"

JEWELRY

'

NOTICE FOB PCBLICATI0X.
02S1

Department of the Interior. TJ. S.
Land Office at Roswall, N. M., MoU. tl, 1913.
Notice is hereby glreo that Edgar J. Strawn,
of New Hope. N. M. who. on Sept. 6,
im?""
made H. E. Serial No. OStMtl. for SJi. Seotiaa
S3. Twp.6 S.. Range 84 E., N. M.
P. Meridian,
has llled notice of Intention to make tore
year proof.to establish claim to the land above
described, before C. E. ' Toombs, TJ. 8. Commissioner, in bia oOlce at New Uope. N, M.
oo May 8, 103.

Claimant names as witnesses:

John H. Creech, Emerson L. Creech. Rosooe
J. Fulton. Joseph W. BaUew. all of Kaw
Hope, n: M.
A,'M

t. c.

'

j

TIU-OMO-

Regiater

Jfoticefor Publication.
OilOOO

,

Department of the Interior, TJ. 8.
Land Office at Roswell. X: M. April t. Wig.
Notice Is hereby given that C'lojbern Biabop

of Richland. N. M. who. on Dee. 14. 1910. made
II. E. Serial No. 023900. for
SW: 8K BBM,
Section It, Towoahlp S.. Range 38
N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Intention
to make
Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before C. E.
five-yea- r

Toombs. U. 8. Commissioner. In his office
Richland. N. M. on May 17. 1)13.

Claimant names as witnesses:

.

A. Eugene Bishop. Claybern Bishop Jr. John
Jones, John A. Reamy. all of Richland, N. M.
T. C. TiLLoisos, Regiater.
A11-JI-

Xotiee for Publication.
024293

Department or the' Interior, TJ. S.
Land Office at Roswell. N. M. April t, 113.
Notice Is hereby aiven that A.
Dish )p, of Richland, N. M. who. on Jan. 18,
mil, matte ii. k. eerlal No. 04293. for
N.
ec. SS, Townships S., Range 38 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has llled notice of intention to make
three-yeaProof, to establish claim to thfe
land above described, before C. E. Toombs,
U.S. Commissioner, in his office at Rlnhiaod.
N. M. on May 17, 1913.
r

Claimant names as witnesses:

Claybern Bishop. Sr. Clavbarn niahnn. Jr.
John Jonea, Jhn A. Reamy, all of Itleblaod,
T. C. TlLtOTSOJT.

.

.All--

' Ratfatar.

.

at
V"
'

'

Notice for Fnbllefitlon,

NOTICE OF CONTEST.

021223

tM

r
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EXCURSIONS

Account "New Mexico Retail
Merchants. Association Conven2
tion Roswell, N M. May
20-2-

1913.
ReTickets on sale
turn limit May 23, fair Round
1.

trip $3.00.
Ninty day Tourists tickets to
Health resorts in Texas and all
Gulf points on sale any day.
For full particulars See

I. L. Fuller,

Agent,

NEW MEXICO.

KENNA,

SEEDS

Oarden, Field and Flower Seed
Vegetable Plants.
Poultry and

Bee-Keep-

Supplies.

er

Ask for Catalogue and Price List.

R0SWELL SEED CO.,
7
S. Main - Roswell, N.M.
.Saed Adapted to th South wast.'

115-11-

DAVID L. GEYER
LAND OFFICE PRACTICE
.
SPECIALTY.
Offlea In Ramona Blaok
A

N. M.

ROSWELL,

of the Interior,

U. S.

U.

in bis offlce at Kenna, N. M, on liny 19, 1913.

Claimant names as'Wltnesses:

Clyde U. Peters. Henry T. Jones. James H.
Thomas, John Schirck. all of Olive. N. M.
l O. IlBNHT. Register.
All-Ml-

Notice for rubltcatlon.
F. S.

03997

08001

Department of the Interior, U.
Oirtce at Fort Sumner. N. M. Jan.

8.

Land

38. 1913.

Woodard Building,

Washington,

D. C.

Cand office Practice
a Specialty
Notice for Publication.
non-coa-

l

"

F. S.

05957

07423

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M,
Mch. 8. 1413.
Notice Is hereby given that

William S. Peters, of Olive. N. M. who. oo
Feb. IT. 1409. made orltr. H. E. No. 06957. for
SWX.KWX, WH SWX. SEX 8WX. Sec. 8,
Tewnsbtp 4 S.. Range 18 E., and on Dee. 14,
ltOf, made add'l. H. E. No. 07423. for SWW
NEX. SEX NW, NWX SEX. NIK 8WX.
Section 8. Township 4 S.. Range 28 1C. N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
to make three-yea- r
Proof to establish claim
to the land abore described, before Fred C.
Becker, Probate Judge, la hl office at Lima,
Allen, Co.. Ohio as to bis testimony, and before Dan C. Savage. U. S. Commissioner lu
his offlce at Kenna N. M. as to the witnesses
both bearings setforMny 19. ion.

your answer to the contestant

In

E--

MJ8--M-

'

8

Ai-M-

Claimant names as witnesses:
F. S.

l

01381

078M

Department of the Interior, U. a. Lnd
Office nt Fo.t Sumner. N. V. Feb. 4. 1413.
Notice ts hereby given that Frank Parker,

of Kenna. N.M. who, on Jan. 4. 1909. made
homestead entry No. 013l. for SH NKX. and
NH SEX. Sec. 18, Twp. 5 8. Range 30 E. and on
Feb. 83, 1910, made add'l. homestead entry
No. 07689. for SH SEX, and SH S WX. Seo. 18.
Twp. S 8.. Range 30 E., N, M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make'three-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim ta the land above
described, before Dan C. Savage, V. S. Com.
miksioner. In his ofllce at Kenna, N. M. on

Michael S. Ulackburn. Silas F. lleeman.
James I. Reus. John W. Stigall. all of 1llch- T. C. Tillotson.
land, N. M. '
(
Register.
AlP-Mi-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
v

03048

024475

Department of the Interf r, U. S.
Land Offlce at Roswell, N. M. Ai ;il 10, 1H3.

Land

Of-

at
March 81, 1013.
Notice Is hereby given Hint John Heislg,
of Elklns, N. M. who, on Sept. 98, 1908, made
H. E, Serial No, 03:o7. fo SEX. Section S7,
Twp. 8 8., Range, 27 I'... X. M. P. Meridian,
has Hied notice of Intention to make three
year Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register or Reoelver,
M. on May
R. Land , Offlce at Roswell,

t.

8. 1013.
Claimant names as witnesses:
William J. llothrock, William Rodolph.
Chariest Miller, Thoroaa M. McRtlde, all of
Elklns. N. M.
T. C. TlluroSt.
A4.M1
Register.

S--

M28-M-

a

Department of the Interior, U. 8.
Lund Office al Roswell, N. M. Feb. tn. 113.
Notice is hereby given that James Borea, of
181".
Valley View. X. M. who. 00 April
made additional II. E. Serial No. 02.':l. for
XEX, Section 2. Township 7 S.. Raoge 33 K
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make final three-yea- r
Proof to establish
claim to the land above described, before Dan
In his office
C. Sovage. tT. S. Commissioner.
at Kennn. X. M on May 1. 1''13.

!.

Claimant names as witnesses:

John U.'Astrom. Henry M. Scott, of Thorn-ham- .
X. M.. William W. Rraclien, Jamea A.
Morris, of Valley View, N. M..
Register.
T C.

V. 8.

l

Tillot).

M28-A2-

Notice for Publication.

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

07032

Department of tho Interior, IT.
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M. Jan.

oier
S.
SO,

Notice la hereby given Unit Lula L.
Fletcher, formerly Lula L, Harding of Kenns,
N. M. who on Jan. 4, 14ti, made additional II.
E. No. OlOSfl. for EH NEX. Seo. 31. and WW
XWM, Section 8. Township 5 S,. Range 30 E.
N. M. P. Meridian, has Hied notice of inten
tion to make three year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before
Dan C. Savage, IJ. S. Commissioner,
in his
offlce at Kenna, N. M. on Msy 1. I'M 3.
1813.

Claimant names as witnesses:

Depnrtmont of tho Interior,

S.

IT.

Land Office at Roswell. X. M. Mch. 21. 1913.
Notice is hereby given thot John T- - Parsons of Oat-risoN. M. who, on Sept. 6. 1912.
made II. E. Ser. No. 026I2. for SEX. Sec. 12:
and NEX. Section 13. Twp.es.. Range 36 E.
X. M P Meridian, has Hied notice of lntenloa
to make llnnl three-year
Troof. to establish
clnlm to the lnnd above described, before
C I'.. Toombs. IT. s. Commissioner, in Lis
offl.-- e
X. M. on May 3. 1'3.
at Richl.-.nd-

Claimant names ns witnesses:
Daniel Props. Emit! E. Props. T. Lee lleeman
Hntro Alexander, nil of Richland, X. M.
M08 i'.'3
T. C. Tillotson, Register.

Notice for Publication.

Notice for Publication.

015017

0JSC58

Department of the Interior,.

IT.

TJ. .8. Land
Roswell. X. M, March. 22, 1913.
Xotlce is hereby given that Loman I Peach,
of Route 3, Elidf!.- - X. M. who. on May 18. IS08,
mnde II. E. 15270. Ser. Xo. 015017, for XEX,
Section 17. Twp 6 S., Ilnnge 33 E-- . N. M. P.
Meridian, hns tiled notice of intention to make

Department of the Interior.

S. Office

0

1

Land Office nt Roswell, X. M. Mch. 6. 1413.
Notice Is hereby given Hint John A. Luster.
of Judson. X. M. who. on Mtiy 13. 1910, mnde II.
K, Ser. No. 082053, for Lot 4, 'Sec. 3: Lots 1
and 8. Sec, 4, nnd XEX Sec. 9 Twp. 6 S. Range
33 E., N. M. P. Merldiun,
tins llled notice of three-yenproof, to estnbllsh claim to the
Proof, to estab- lnnd above described, before Dan C. Savage,
intention to mnke three-yea- r
lish claim to the lnnd above described, before 17. S. Commissioner, in his offlce, at Kenna,
Dan C. Snvage. U S. Commissioner, in his X. M. on My . 1013
offlce at Kenna. N, M. on May II, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:

.

Claimant names ns witnesses:
D. Sluelt. Henry T.ee Deweese, William
Jason II. Hendriz. Thomas J. Dillbeck. Doss H.Joe
Canm. these of Route 3. Elida. N. M.
Slack, these of Judson. X. M.. nnd John W.
James II. Hawkins, of Vnlles View, N. M.
Pounds of Route 3, Elida, N. M.
T. C. Tillotson,
T. C. Tillotsos. Register.
AIIM'J
Reslster.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

NOTICE POIl PVIIL1CATIOV.
non-con-

F. 8.

l

0617

07428

Department of the Interior. U.
Offlce at Fort Sumner. N. M.. Feb.

012227

S. Land
19. 1913.

Notice is hereby given that Clyde II. Peters,
of Olive, N, M. who, on Sept. 8, 1008. made
orlg. II. E. No. 0617. for SEX. Section 7. Twp.
8, Range 28 E.. nnd on Doc. 21. 1009. mnde
ndd. homestead entry No. 07128, for NEX,
See. 7. Twp. 4 S Range S8 E X? M. P. Meridian, has llled notice of Intention to nmke three
year Proof, to eslnblish clnlm to the land
above described, before Dan C. Savage. XT.
S. Commissioner, in his offlce at Kenna, N.M.
on May 19, V'li
4

Department

of the Interior, V. S.

Land Office nt Roswell. N. M. Mch. 87. 1913.
Notice is hereby given that George W. Pace,
of Kenna. X. M. w ho, on Mch. 23. 1907, made
H. B. 11501 Serial Xo. 012227. for XEX. Sec. 17,
Township 6 S. Range 31 IC. X. M. P. Meridian,
hns Hied notice of intention to make five
year Proof, to establish cluim to the land
above described, before Dan C. Savage. V. S.
Commissioner, in his efflce at Kenna N, M. on
MuyO. 1413.

Claimant names as witnesses:

Frnnk L. Smith. Robert L. Roberson, John
Claimant names ns witnesses:
A. Reavers. Judson T. Abbott, all of Kenna,
John Schirck Oscar F. Johnson, Henry T. X. M.
T. c. Tilt, ot sow,
Jones, .1 nines II, Thomas, all of Olive. N. M.
Register.
A11MI8

non-con-

l

C.

'

C.Hcnrt, Registe.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Notice for ruhllrntlnn.
F. S.
oil 19,

020630

Department of the Interior, I'. 8. Land Department of the Interior, U. 8.
Office at Fort Sumner. N. M. March 8. 1913. Land Office al Roswell. X. M. April 14. 5918.
Notice Is hereby given that James W. Taylo,
N) lee is hereby given that Herman O. Ooiln,

of Kenna, N. M . who, 011 April 18, 1007, mnde of Judson. X M., who, on Nov. 14. 1912. made
II. K. No. 01149, or I.o is I nnd 8 and KVi II. K. Serial Xo. 020S.V1, for EH SV!. SEX.
NWX. Sec. 19, Township 4 S. Rniige 21 E X. Sec. 17! XEX NWX. NWX. XK. Section 20.
M. P. Meridian, has filed nut Ice of Intention to Twp. 6 S.. Range 34 E.. X. M. 1'. Meridian,
to has tiled notice of intention to make three
Proof, to establish
raike five-yea- r
the land above described, before Dan C. year proof, to establish claim to the land
In his office at above descibed, before C. E. Toombs. C S.
Ravage. I, - 8 Conimji-sloneIn his Office at Xw Hope,
Commissioner.
Karma. N. M. on the 3rd day of June 1013
X M. on May 31. 1913.
names as witnesses:

Claimant

Claimant names as witnesses:
Henry G. 'Liston, Jasper Pemberton, both
Louis G. Gross, of Thornham. X. M. Fred W,
of Union. N. M., Jeff D. White, John Schirck.
Davis. Louis x. Laughlin. these of Xobe, N.
C. C, ilKSHY.
both of Olive, N. M.
M., Reeves A. Cooke, of Judson, N. M.
.
Register.
T. C. TlLLOT.sos. Register.
A25 M23
Notice for Publication.
KOTICH FOIl PIBMCATIO.V
l
0723
F. S.
OliPWJ
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Interior. IT. S.
Offlce at Fort Sumner, X. M. Feb. SI. 1813.
Notice is hereby given that Hartley M. Land Offlce at Roswell. N. M. April 14. 1413.
Watts, of Ellda, N, M. wbo, on March 21, 1910,
v.ni.'ft Is hereby given that Felix B. JacR
made additional II. E. No. 0783, for SWX. son. of Elklns. N. M. who. on Sept. SI, 1S".
Section 24. Township 5 8., Range 31 15., X. M. .,.1. 11 i'
eril Vo. 0129P. tor NWX
P. Meridian, has Hied notice of intention to Hec. 80, Tap. 7 S.. Range 38 , N. M. V. Me
Proof, to establish claim to ridian, has llled nonce of Intention to aiako
fnake
Proof, ta establijh Claim tO the
the land above described, before Dun C.
8avage, U. 8, Commissioner, in his offlce land above described, before H. P. Lively,
at Kenna, N. M. on the 2nd day of June 1913. V. S. Commissioner. In bis office at Llama, n.
non-coa-

Notice ts hereby given that Nancy Lee.
of Route 8. Klioa. N. M. who. on Sept. 8. laufi.
made H. 3. Her. No. 63018. for NWX: ana on
Feb. 13. leu, made add. entry ser. No. 014476,
for NEX. Section 18, Township 8 , Range 38
E.. N. M. P. Meridian. Has Hied notice of Inten
May 3. 1813. '
tion to make three year Proof, to establish
olaua to the land above described, before Dan
Claimant names as witnesses:
in his offlce
Carl H. Priewe. Harvey W. Fry, John O, C. Savage, U. 8. Commissioner,
Keller, John A. Kimmons. all of Kenna, N. M. at Kenna. N. M. on May 19. 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
C. C. Hesbt, Register.
Slack. Charles II Black. John T
Joe
Claimant names as witnesses:.
Pounda.OzaP. Butler, all of Route 3, Ellda,
NOTICE FOTt PUBLICATION.
Oza P. Butler. James T. Uutler, Press U.
T. ". Tillotson.
N. M.
.
017409
Butler. Joseph L. Walts, all of Elida. X. M.
eosiis
Register
A18 M19
C.C. IIsMtv, Register.
Department of the Interior, U. fl. Land
Offlce at Rot well. N. M. April 10, 1913.
Notice
Publication.
for
Notice is hereby given that Ituby
Notice for Publication.
021438
--

AJ5-M3-

E--

lire-Tea- r

M. on May 80. ml 3.

'

Claimant names as witnesses:

George C. Cooper. Henry F. Hyman. Charles
M. Hall. James O. Hicks, all of Klklna. N. M.
T. C. Tii.lotsos, Register.
A1S MIS

Fair-clot-

of F.lklns, N. M. who. on April 10. 19.
made II. E. Ser. No. 0174O9. for 8KX: and oa

C7042
l
03513
F. S.
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land
April 15, 1913.
Offlce at Roswell. N. M.
5,
1910
entry
M. March 6, l'U3.
March
Serial Ne
made add
Notice ts hereby given that J. Ed Forbes, Office nt Fort Sumner, N.
082815. for SW'X, Section 38, Townahlp 7 S.
Notice Is hereby given that Henry C.
of Jenkins, N, at. who. on Jan. 18, 1910, made

Range 87 K., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noProof,
tice of intention to make three-yea- r
to establish claim to the lsnd above described,
In
IT.
R.
Lively,
Commissioner
II.
P.
before
Us office at Kllilns, N. M. on May 19, 1913,

non-con-

H. E. Ser. No, 081438. for WH. Seo. 86 Town Rurroughs. of Kenna. N.M. who, on Sept.
Ship 9 S. Range 34 E . N. M, V. Merldiun, has 7, 19(4. made Orlg. II. E. No. 03545. for NWX.
Sea 8, Township. A S. Runge 31 E ...and on
Hied notice of intention to make three-yea- r

Proof, to establish claim to the land above
described, before William R. Illanchard V. S
office, at Jenklna, N. M
Commissioner. In
John Scbirck, Osoar F. Johnson, Henry T.
George C. Cooper, Leonard A. Samples. on May 14, 1013. his
Jones. James B. Thomas, all of Olive. N. SI. Henry (',
of KlUIns. N, M. Oscar
these
Claimant names as witnesses: .
l
C. C. Hijht, Register
D. White, of Acme, N. M.
Homer T. Rartlett. John P. Cucke.it. William
T. C. Tll.IiTSOX, RegistOr.
Barnes. U. Elton Pyron, aU of Jenkins, N. M.
Notice for Publication.
T. C. Tli.LOT.sos, Register.
Al! VIS
02liS4B
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Notice for Publication,
Department of the Interior, IJ. S.
non coal
F. S.
0434
021310
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land
Land Office at Roswell. N. M, April f. 1913.
Department of tho Interior, U. 8.
Notice is hereby (riven that Alonzo A Offlce at Fort Sumner. N.M. March 13, 1913.
Holland, of Klchland. N. M. who. on Jan. 13.
Notice is hereby given that William M.
and Office at Roswell. N. M. A pril 14. lOij.
1913. made H. K. Serial No. 02W46. for NH Clayton, of Kenna, N. M.. who. on Aug. 8, ' Notice is hereby given that Homer T.
NWM, See. 11. 8tf BWX. ii 8KX. Lots I and 1907. made H. E. No. 0434. for NWX. Section Barllett. of JenUnx, N. M.. who. on Mch. 5.
t, fee 8, Township 8 8. Range 33 E.. N. M. p. ii. Township 6 S.. Range 30 E.. N. M. P. 1910. made II. E. Serial No. 081940. for N&
Meridian, has tiled notice of intention to make Meridiim. has Hied notice of Intention to make Sec. 9, Towhshlp 9 S. Range 34 K.N. M.
three year Proof, to establish cluim to Hie five 1 enr Proof, to establish claim to thn land Meridian, has Bled notice of Intention to make
land above described, before C. 10. Toombs, above described, before Dan C. Savage, 17. S. three year Proef, to establish claim to tue
U.S. Commissioner, tn his offlce at Richland, Commissioner, in his office, at Kenna, N. M. land alwve described, before William R.
en the .3rd day of June 1913.
N. M. on May 17, 1913.
Blaocbard, D. 8. Commissioner. In his office
at Jenkins. N. M. on May 19 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant navnea as witnesses:
Luke L. Burrows, Eli R. Richardson, these
Claimant names as witnesses:
GeorireT. Llttleflrld, John A. Kimmons, Lee
of Richland, N. M. Mlbblrd D. Fulton. John Kimmons, George E. Chavera, all of Kenna,
J. Ed Forbes. William Barnes, Ernest Car- C. C. H1BT.
Fulton, these of New Hope, N. M.
N. M.
Mtb. John F, Duckett, aU of Jenklna, M. M.
All-Register.
T. C. Tiu.OTSos, Register.
T. C. Txr.Lonsog, Register.

Claimant names as witnesses:

S.

tlnrvey W. Fry, Charles M. lliirber. Cnrl II.
person, proof Priewe. Enoch M. Dunn, nil of Kenna, X. M.
C. C. Henry,
Register.

of such service must be either the said contestant's written acknowledgment of his re:
ceipt of the copy, showing the date of its
receipt, or the affidavit of the person by whom
the delivery wns made stating when and
where the copy wns delivered; if murte by
registered mull, proof of such service must
consist of the affidavit of the person, by whom
the copy wns mailed staling when and the
post offlce to which it was mailed, and this
affidavit must be accompanied by the postmaster's receipt for the letter. You should
state In your answer the name of the post-offic- e
tn which you desire future notices to
T. C. Tillotson, Register.
be sent to you.
April 4th 1913.
Date of first publication
'
" second
April 11th 1913.
'
" thiraV
"
April 18th 5913.
" fourth
"
April !5th 1913.

Notice Is hereby given Unit 1x1 S. Denson,
of Liston. N. M, who, on Feb. S3, 1907. made
H. E. No. 03997, for .Lot 4. EH 8WX, SEX
NVX. Sec. 18. Twp. 4 S.. Ranee 58 E., and on
June 8, 1009. made add'l. homestead entry. No.
0801. for NKX NWJa. WH SEX, Sec. 18, and
NWX NEX SecUon 1. Township 1 8. Range
88 . N. M. P. Meridian, has Hied notice of
Intention to make Ave year on original and
three-yea- r
on add'l. Proof, to establish claim
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
to the land above described, before Dan C.
!
Savage, U. S. Commissioner, In his offlce at
021M4
Kenna. N. M., on May 1 1AI3.
Department of the Interior. U. S.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Land Offlce at Roswell. N.M. April 10, 1913.
John Schirck. Oscnr Ilewatt. Samuel
Notice Is hereby given that Robert L. Scott,
nil of Olive. N. M., Lake A. Watertt, of of Kenna. N. M.. who, on Feb. S3. 1910, made
Liston, N. M.
C. C. Hsu nr.
add. H. E. Ser. No. 021Ki4. for SEX. Seo. Sj
Register.
Townshlp6 S.. Range 31 E.. N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make three
year Proof, to establish claim to the land
Notice for Tubllcntion.
ahove described, before Dan C. Savage, U. S.
- '
018309
019873
Commissioner, in his offlce at Kennn, X. M. on
Department of the Interior, U. S. May 19. 1913,
Land Office at Roswell. N. M. Mch. 5 1413.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice Is hereby given that Henry Lee
M. Clubb. William D. Her.drlckvludson
Deweese, of Route 3. Ellda, N. M. who, oo James
T. Abbott. John F. Jones, all of Kenna, N. M.
Jan. 88. 1909, made H. K. Ser. No. 016309. for
Register.
T. C. Tn.lxyrsoN,
Lots 3 and 4: and EM 8WX, Sec. 18: and .on
July 16, 1909, made add'l. entry Ser.Mo. 019373.
Notice for Publication.
for Lotsl and S: and EH NWy, section 19.
oe;43
Township 8 S.. Range 33 R.. N. M. P.'Meridian,
Department of the Interior, U. S.
has (lied notice of intention to make three
year. Proof, to establlab elalm to the land Land Office at lloswell. X. M. April 13. 1413.
Notice la hereby given that Elizabeth Peck,
above described, before Dan C. Savage. U. S.
Commissioner, In his offlce at Kenna. N. M. of Richland. N. M. who. on Dec. 19. 141!.
marteH. E. Serial No. 038743. for KH Sec. 30.
on May 5. 1413,
Twp. 8 S, Rang 3d E N. M. P. Meridian, has
Claimant names as witnesses:
tiled notice of intention to make three-yea- r
Loinan L. Peach, Joe D, Slack, William H. Proof, to establish claim
to the land above
Cumm. these of Route. Ellda, N. M., James
described, before C. E. Toombs, U. 8. ComII. Hawkins, of Valley View. N. M.
missioner, in his offlce at Richland. N. M. on
'
t
T. C. Tillotson, Register.
May 24, 1913.

non-coa-

Attorney and Counsellor at Law

Interior. T.
of the Interior. U. S. Department of the
fice
Roswell, N, M.

non-coa-

-

02J5PI

03307

aw.

1"

Notice for Publication.

Notice for Publication.

j

Tp.

Notice for Publication.

ROY C. McHENRY

Department

'

8805

Land Offlce : Kosw ell. N. M. March 83. 113. Land Office.
Roswell. N. M. Msrch
IDI3.
Notice is hereby given that T. Lee lleeman.
To Harry II. Qjodman, of Hopeville, Okla.
of Itlcblund. N. M. who, on Jan. II. 1911, Contestee:
made U. B. Ser. No. 024223, fur SH NEX, NEX
Vou are hereby noilile.l that William C.
N EX. Sec Hon 7; and SWX XWX. Seel ion 8.
flussey, who gives Valley View, N. M. as his
8 S.. Range 88 F... N. M. P. Meridian
post-officaddress, did oo Feb. SO, 1913, lile
bos filed notice of intention to make five in
offlce his duly corroborated application
year Proof, to establish claim to the land to this
contest and secure the cancellation of
ahove described, before C. K. Toombs. V. S. your II. E, Serial No. 02M08. made May fl. 1910.
Commissioner, in his office at Richland, N. M.
for SEX. See, 10, and
See. 11. Townon May 3, loin.
ship 7 8., Range 33 E.. N.M. P. Meridian, and
Claimant names as witnesses:
s grounds for his contest he alleges that
Lewis H. Faw, Francis M. lleeman, Preston Harry II. Goodman has wholly abandoned
Williams. A. Bruce Cares, all of Ricbland. said tract of land, and has not resided upon or
N. M.
T. C. TlLLoTsoS.
otlttvated any part thereof for more than
MS-25
Register.
two years last pist. The land Is In Us original
raw state.
s
You are, therefore, further notified that the
Notice for Publication.
said allegations will be taken by this offlce as
'
08331
non coal
F. 9.
06011
Department of the Interior, V. 8. Land having been confessed by you and your said
entry will be canceled thereunder without
OlTlce at Fort Sumner. N. M. Feb. 19. 1413.
your further right to be beard therein, either
Notice is hereby given that Oscar F. Johnson, of Olive, N. M., who. on March I7"t808, before this offlce or on appeal, if you fail to
made orlg. homestead entry No. 011, for Die in this offlce within twenty days after the
publication of this notice, as shown
SWX. See. SO. Twp. 4 S. Range 88 B., and on FOURTH
May 10. 1909, made add'l. homestead entry No. below, your answer, under oath, specifically
meeting and responding to these allesatlons of
08331. for SH SEX. Section SO, Township 4 8..
Range 88 E.. and SH SWW. See. 81 Twp. I S., eontest. or If you fall within that time to file
Range 28, E.. N. M. P. Meridian has Bled no- In this office due proof that yon have aerved
tice of Intention to make three year Proof, a copy of your answer on the said contestant
to establish clnim to the land above described, either In person or by registered mail. If this
service is made by the delivery of a copy of
before Dan C. Savege.
S. Commissioner,

non coal

.. .

0M608

11

Claimant names as witnesses:
Son-ells-

AU-M-

A1S-MI-

A8S-M3-

,

Sept. 21, 1909, made additional homestead
entry No. 07012. for SWX. Section 8 Twp. 5 S.
Range 81 K X. M. P. Meridian, has Hied notice of intention to mnke live yeur proof on
proof on odditionnl,
original and three-yeato establish claim to the land above described
before Dan V. Sjvnge. II. 8. Commissioner
in bis offlce, at Kenna. N. M. on the 3rd day
of June 1913.
r

Claimant names as witnesses:

William II. Cooper, Joseph A. Coopar, Claud
L. Curry, all of Kennn. N. M.. Oliver Powell,
C. C.Hk.niit.
of Ellda. N. M.

Don't skim the crean. off the)
milk of human kindness before
peddling it out.
You never realize how many
men there arc-- out of work until
you bt:wt to do some outdoor job
Unit is a little difficult of performance.
A woman gets suspicious when
a man shaves off his mustache
while she is away on a visit.

trying
husband.
If
sixteenth
out her
Repentance come? readily at
you don't succwd, try,
when you seo what your sin trv again.
A25-U3-0

Register.

A Wisconsin woman is
fii-b- t

has cost you.

They tell us thai when people
get
back to the land living will
It makes a man feel like a
be
When we return
cheaper.
sucker to see the kisses ho has
dus.fc
we
won't caro much
to
coaxed for "wasted upon a black
cost
of living is.
tho
what
pup.
and white
'

POPULAR

ALICE

BLUE

supple silk or moussellne. One oi
Polet'i best examples of this cut is a
blouse that becomes a kind ot redln-gotplaited from the waist and falling almost to the hem of the oyster
satin skirt. The redlngote is In buff
moussenllne, with bid red and green
roses.
'
When any of the rich,
tailor suits have to be brightened this
d
is done by Introducing "flies' or
ornaments, embroidered In
silk. .These are put In the corners or
seams or In darts. The color is generally red, yellow or violet. Borne of
Polret's tailor costumes are trimmed
with wbite bone buttons sewed on
with the same shade of silk as makes
the flies. A very dainty cream white
eponge is treated in this way with
cerise. In the same manner Polret
sometimes combines green and red,
green and blue, red and blue, etc.
e,

ONE OF THE MOST ATTRACTIVE
OF 8EAS0N'8 PARTY GOWNS.

Original and Distinctive, the Costume
Adda to the Natural Grace and
Beauty of the Wearer Follows New Ideaa In Lines.
All at once everyone wants altce
blue In gowns and millinery. It is no
wonder when one sees how well It
looks developed In party gown In visiting costumes and In afternoon
toilettes. Hre Is an example of Alice
blue silk muslin made according to a
late model. It is admirable because
It will do duty for a party gown or
for dress occasions at home.
Except for the arrangement of the
draping the design follows closely
the new walstles and hipless models.
They are very new and If rather
straight up and down they suggest
the youthful figure.
It seems the waist line is vanishing. Coats for summer wear look as
If they aspired to be like the outer
garments of the Chinese.
Dresses
Bash-likhave
draperies
made

if M!!i'X

More

e

Economical
Both in Use

and Cost
CZLUE2ET
DAKING FOOTER
And it does better
work. Simply follow
your customary method
of preparation
add a
little less of Calumet
than when using ordinary baking powder.
Then watch the result.
Light, fluffy, and evenly raised
the baking
comes from the oven
more tempting, tastier,
more wholesome.

J

RECEIVED
HIGHEST AWARDS

Worlds
Pure Food

Exposition.
Chicago, 111.1
Paris. Ex

1

position.

SHORT, BRIGHT, LITTLE COATS

franco.
u
.

"

al

Russian Blouse Reaching Almost to
the Hem of the 8klrt, la the
Latest Idea.

wf

The long, classic Jacket for tailored
castumes has this spring become
shorter. The fronts are rounded or
cut square, and the general effect' is
very smart. The Russian blouse Is
suggested, but the lower portion is
plaited and made to fall very ' long.
This is not so effective in woolen
goods as In soft stuffs such as crepe.

You don't tact money uhen foa bag
thtap or big-cbaling powdtr. Don't
an

b mlUtJ.
economical
mlDc

mart

mora wholctom
gioo
Calumet U fat lupuiot Jo

btt mulls.
tout

ll't

Bug CalumtL

and

GO

HUNGRY

Aged Royal Host 8lept and Etiquette
Would Not Permit That He
Should Be Awakened.

Prince Leopold, the recently deceased regent of Bavaria, some weeks
before his fatal Illness, fell asleep at
a dinner part? immediately after the
first course.
His guests were restrained by etiquette from watting
him, but continued their conversation
In a low tone. The servants did not
dare to continue serving the dinner.
The prince soon commenced to
snore, and slept on for two hours, during which time no one allowed himself
to leave his place. The guests sat
famished in the same room with a
marvelously appointed dinner. Finally
Prince Leopold awoke He took a hurried glance round the table and saw
only a number of perfectly correct
New Dressing Jacket Dainty.
faces successfully pretending to have
An entirely transformed garment Is
nothing. Persuaded that his
the dressing Jacket It used to be a noticed
very utilitarian and generally homely slight lapse had passed completely unhe said quietly, "Now let us
Jacket, made with a deep frill of lace remarked,
go and take coffee." The guests rose
at the neck and the same trimming accordingly
and proceeded to the
on the elbow sleeves. But the moddrawing-room- .
They were served with
ern dressing Jacket Is a daintily beaucofTee, liqueurs, cigars.
The prince,
well,
as
tiful article, and serviceable
refreshed by his sleep, Infor It is invariably made of some pret- thoroughly
ty washing material. A charming dulged In a great deal of excellent
dressing Jacket is the "Dresden china" conversation, which lasted till midnight. The party then broke up, and
model. It is made of white wash silk:
guests departed, famished with
the
ot
patterned with delicate wreaths
pale pick roses, and is trimmed with hunger.
blue satin ribbon. The Jacket is edged
with a deep frill of the net, and Is HANDS ITCHED AND BURNED
draped Just before the frill with tha
Abbotsford, Wis. "My son had ecsatin ribbon. A long draped and
pointed collar ot pale blue silk Is edg- zema on his hands for about one year.
ed with a shorter frill of cream net The eczema started with a rash. His
and the elbow sleeves are finished hands were sore so he could not close
them, and when he wet his hands they
with net frills tied up with satin
hurt him so he could hardly wash. His.
hands Itched and burned Just terrible
and If be would scratch them, they
Toilet Table Silver.
Quadruple-plate- d
silver articles for would break out into sores. He could
the toilet table are more than ever at- not get any rest or sleep, and his
tractive, and if a "witch" cloth Is hands looked quite bad.
"We had medicine and salve and It
kept conveniently at hand, the metal
may easily be made bright Just a kept getting worse all the time. I got
rub over its surface and, presto! the some Cutlcura Soap and Ointment,
sets-h- and
and after washing his bands with the
dust Is removed. Three-piecglass, brush and comb In plain Cutlcura Soap and putting some of the
or striped design are considered ultra Cutlcura Ointment on two times a day
smart and to go with them, although and tying cloths on them for about six
sold separately, are pin trays and months they got well and have not
hatpin holders. broken out since. Cutlcura Soap and
graceful
Because talcum and face powder, cold Ointment cured him entirely." (Signcream and rouge are the better for ed) Mrs. Lawrence Kiehl, Feb. 13,
being kept in glass, there are Jars ot HIS.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
the four correct sizes in crystal proor throughout the world. Sample of each
vided with either flat hinge-top- s
.
Skin Book. Address
with detached covers of plated silted free, with
pest-car- d
"Cutttura, Dept L Boston."
matching the other toilet articles.
Adv. n v
Dresser Cover.
How Long Will the Women Stand 'Em?
For a pretty dresser cover, take
"I am a mean man," confessed the
handkerchiefs,
stw
three embroidered
Thinker. "My father bore the
Erratic
sew
together,
and
a row of Insertion
same
reputation,
unenviable
had
a narrow lace all around each one, an uncle who served a term inand I penthe
then Join them together, and sew a itentiary and was twice mentioned for
narrow laoe around all; line with any the legislature. So no one
need be surpreferred color of cambric, tacking at prised when I
perusal of
remark
that
reeasily
be
each corner so It can
the dry goods
causes
moved for laundering. Place at each me to wonder advertisements
soon corsets will
corner a bow of ribbon the color of become so long how
that their wearers will
the lining.
be obliged to roll them up around
the ankles to keep from treading on
Baste In Colors.
them?" Kansas City Star.
I have discovered that the use of
colored cotton Instead of white for
Temptation may come to the woman
basting white material makes it much
who
sits down and waits, but a man
seams
the
accurately
follow
easier to
usualy meets it half way.
on the machine, writes a contributor
to Good Housekeeping. Aso the bast-- '
ings can be more easily and quickly
removed and are less apt to be
dark-colore- d

three-cornere-

vase-shape-

wrapped about the figure and extending to the thigh. Considering their
extremes .the little gown shown here
is conservative, following the new
lines tentatively.
JUice and gayly colored embroidery
are Introduced In the bodies, with
small rhlnestosjo buttons holding the
drapery down the front An embroidery medallion holds the skirt drapery
at the front. Altogether the gown
contrives to be graceful, at the same
time embodying the new Ideas In
lines.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.

to-da-y.
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straw toque, worn at a

re-

cent weddfng, was of prune color, with
plaltlngs of mallne In the same color
encircling the crown. There were two
plaltlngs below and two above a narvelvet ribrow band of prune-colorebon, and at the front a knot of the
velvet seemed to hold the base of a
tall fan of the plaited mallnes which
rose some inches above the hat. This
a wonderfully
bat accompanied
draped gown of prune-colore-d
satin
brocade and lacsdowne in the same
e
shade; the silk and worsted
forming an underdrapery beneath the brocade which was lifted
toward the front at the knee, revealing the swathed lansdowne skirt
slashed at the center front or rather
draped in such manner that the daintily booted foot showed at intervals.
Patent leather boots with buttoned
tops of prune-colorecloth matched
the prune gown and. hat and the only
strongly contrasting color note was In
a deep, red velvet rose at the girdle.
d
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For Raatoriaa Color au
laauty to Graf or Faded Hair.
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ALCOHOL-- 3 PER CENT
AVeCetable Preparation for As
similaling (he Food and Regulating the S lomachs and Bowels of

EES
Fi
re

'Dr. II. L. Barnes, superintendent of
the Rhode Island State sanatorium,
baa recently demonstrated by some
Interesting studies of patients discharged as "apparently cured" from
that Institution, that a sanatorium Is
a sound Investment for any state or
city. The gross earnings of 170
obtained in 1911 amounted to
1102,762, and those of 211 cases in
1912 to $112,021.
By applying the
same average earning to all ex patients of the sanatorium living In 1911
and 1912, Dr. Barnes concludes that
their Income ln'these two years was
$551,000. This sum Is more than three
times the cost ot maintenance of the
sanatorium including Interest at 4 per
cent on the original Investment and
depreciation charges. Dr. Barnes concludes, however, "While institutions
for the cure of tuberculosis are good
investments, there is good reason for
thinking that institutions for the Isolation of far advanced cases would be
still better Investments."
Women who spend most of their
time trying to Improve their complexions never think of the old fashioned method ot steaming it over a
washtub.
Dr. Plerco's Pleasant Pellets first put up
Tbey reifulal and Invli(rrnt4
stomach, liver and bowel.
tiny granules. Adv.
40 years ayo.

Sugar-coate-

d

Her Weapon Gone.
Hewitt I hear thot you wife has
lost her voice.
.
Jewett Yes; she is a
now.
No day Is long enough to waste any
of it nursing a grouch.

You're

"Out!"

In the 'game of health"
you are soon ' 'down and
out" if you ailow the
stomach to become
wealc and the system
run-dow- n.

brace

up!

Tone the stomach, stir
the lazy liver, make the
bowels active by the
daily use of

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH BITTERS
W. N. V., WICHITA. NO.

13.
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A perfect Remedy for Constipation , Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
S5 Worms .Convulsions .Feverish-nes-s
and Loss OF SLEEP.

High and Tight 8tocka.
of

lace and net and silk and satin are
worn, and there Is a trlmness and
smartness about them "which the flat
collars do not possess. They bid fair
Oown of mustard colored ponce trimto find great popularity so long as the med with bands of Bulgarian
days are comfortably cool, but In mid- ery. , The drapery of the embroidskirt la
summer tbey will probably be sup- caught with large CloUnovsrsd
planted by fiat open collars.

Bears the

.

Fac Simile Signature of

A good many high tight stocks

Tho Kind You Have
Always Bought
Signature

Promotes Digeslion,Cheerful-nessan- d
Rest .Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral
Knipf

i

HAIR DAL8AM

A telle preparation of merit
llelpe t. eradicate deoOrutf.
aoo,

Where the Tuberculoids

May Be Cured Is Worth Much
to Any State or City.

For Infants and Children.

UK ft

lans-down-

--

Sanatorium

SOUND INVESTMENT

Ww

Costume Appropriate In All Ita Details
That Waa Central Figure at a
Recent Wedding.
A dainty

Saskatchewan,

IS.
2

IS fiUW
the Provlnoe

Weetern

A

SMART SPRING GOWN

--

In

REALLY--

e

Calumet inturtt the baking of an
expert. Ask your grocer

191Z.

DINNER

l.ll

The Centaur Company.

NEW YORK.

Guaranteed under the FoodaiWj
Exact Copy of Wrap par.

Use
For Over

Thirty Years

en?
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BABY FALLS

THROUGH

THE ICE

Neighbor! Revued a Duluth Child
After It Wai Carried Under

the

to women mniiiimnimniininnnini
I THOSE HEADACHES

"THE CLIMATE OF
WESTERN

If accompanied with backache,

Ice.

pain, do not have
to be. Natura never Intended that
woman should ruffe la this

dragglng-dow-

Enluth, Minn.

Wtnnirrea, the
daUGlitcr of Mr. and Mrs. O.
0. Maudnlay of Duluth, narrowly escaped drowning whilst she fell Into a
hole In the Ice on a creek that runs
nt'ar her home. She went under the
Ice and could be seen.
An alarm
was raised and neighbors followed the
child four blocks, when several men
broke a - hole through the Ice and
drew her out When taken home, the
baby, who was unconscious when
set up a loud crying.
.
res-cuo-

WHILt

CAUGHT

LIGHTING

BOMB

Two New York Men, About to Blow
Up a Tenement Arrested by
Waiting Officers.

New

York. Two young men, one

of whom, according to the police, with

AN IMPORTANT FACTOR IN CAN.
ADA'3 IMMIGRATION.

fj

Dr. Piercer,

H

for

weaknesses.

and derangement,

CJ

a
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OTTO WEISS

lit ail points
WRITE US
J. H. TURNER

WICHITA,

KANSAS

CHICK FEED

Inetrn-mem-

A

MAN TO

Overflow of Large

SAVE

LEVEE

Tract

of Land
by Arkansas

Arkansas City, Ark. Prompt action
by Deputy Sheriff Wise In shooting
and killing Edward Robinson, former
levee worker, prevented the cutting of
the levee at this place and the overflow of thousands of acres of valuable
farm lands. Robinson wag shot only
after he had threatened to kill the
guard, kill as many of the workers as
he could and cut the levee. lie had
been drinking. Wise will be
HE SAVED
A

TWO

AND THEN DIED

Texan and His Child Caught by
Falling Roof When His Home
Burned.

Fort Smith,

Ark.

our catalog and
hand Hat. Wa will
jou at leaat 17,
Good corneta
other
lnatrumenta aatne pro
portion. All standard makes. NEEDLES MUSIC
one-hal- f.

ut

COMPANY, 132 N. Main Street. Wichita, Kansas.

Deputy's Shot.

B. J. Smith, 40
daugh-

PILES

Cured without an operation. No cure, no
pay. Fistula and all Diseases of the Rectum
oured. Established 30 years. Write for inMILLS, THOMPSON
MYER8,
formation.
505 E. Douglas St., Wichita and Anthony, Kans.

The Wretchedness
of Constipation
be overcome by
Can quick!

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
act eurely and
gently on the
liver. Cure
Biliousness,

y
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Head-

ache,Dinl-

years old, and his
ness, and Indigestion. They do their duty.
ter were burned to death when their SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
home at New Boston, Tex., was deGenuine must bear Signature
stroyed by fire. The father rescued
the child and then returned and saved
his housekeeper and a younger child.
While he was engaged in removing
clothing from the house the oldest
Made the Indian Chief Understand.
child ran to his side. Both were
A Kansas City minister, visiting an
caught by a falling roof.
Indian reservation in Idaho, inquired
of a government agent when the misTRAIN KILLED A WICHITA GIRL sionary could be found.
"The chief can probably tell you,"
Two Others Severely Injured When replied the agent, pointing out bis
tent "Clasp your bands, look heavenBuggy Was Struck by a Rock
ward and ask, 'Jesus man?' He will
Island Engine.
understand you, doubtless."
The reverend gentleman did as diWichita, Kan. Goldie Angel, 19
years old, was killed when a Chicago, rected.
"I presume you are seeking the misHock Island & Pacific fast passenger
train hit a buggy in which she was sionary?" replied the Indian in excelriding with her sister, Minnie, 17 lent English. "Please be seated, sir,
years old, and Mr. and Mrs. J. L. he will be in presently. If you will
Jones. The three companions of Miss excuse me I will go down to the
Ansel were Injured severely and it is agency and lambast into unconsciousbelieved that Mr. and Mrs. Jones ness that fool clerk who directed you
cannot recover. They were married here."
recently.
JUDGE CURED, HEART TROUBLE.
WEATHER

BUREAU

CHIEF

Willis L. Moore Was Summarily
moved Under Charges, of "Se
rious Irregularities.

OUT
Re-

Washington. Willis L. Moore, chief
of the weather bureau, whose resignation has been In President Wilson's
hands to become effective July
, has
been summarily removed from office,
charged with "serious irregularities."
The announcement was made at the
White House while a conference was
in progress between Secretary Houston and President Wilson.
Made Lincoln Death Mask.
Washington, D. C. Joseph Palmer,
the oldest employe of the National
Museum and who made the death
mask of President Lincoln that has
been used in most of the portraits of
the martyred president Is dead at his
home In Rosslyn, Va., near here.

A

letter dated February

2, 191S,

pub

Voice" column in
g Favorite Prescription g lished in a "People's
a Swedish paper, while dealing with
other conditions in Canada, such aa
M grain yield, social conditions, etc.,
afflcSant aa a remedy
5 derfully
woman 'a peculiar

match in hand was about to light a
bomb in the hallway of an East Bide
tenement, were arreeted by detectives
biding In the' hallway. The prisoners,
both foreigners, were subjected to a "Sara all the Utue one. " Kfgd. ia Wichita.
grilling In the hone that they possibly
FOR 8ALE BY ALL CON"
would put the ljblice on a trail that
8CIENTIOU8 DEALERS.
would lead to the breaking up of the
"Black Hand" gangs that have set off ARE YOU ORGANIZING A BAND?
nearly sixty bombs here since the first
Do you need an
f
If ao, writ for
of the year.
secondKILLED

CANADA,"

I took about 6 boxes of Dodda Kidney Pills for Heart Trouble from
which I had suffered for 6 years. I
had dizzy spells, my eyes puffed,
my breatn was
short and I had
chills and backache. I took the
pills about a year
ago and have had
no return of the
palpitations. Am
now 63 years old,
able to do lots of
Judge Miller.
madual labor, am
well and hearty and weigh about
200 pounds. I feel very grateful that
I found Dodda Kidney Pills and you
may publish this letter if you wish. I
am serving my third term as Probate
Judge of Grr.y Co.
Toura truly,
PHILIP MILLER, Cimarron, Kan.
Correspond with Judge Miller about
thla wonderful remedy.
Dodda Kidney Pills, 60o. per box at
your dealer or Dodda Medicine Co.,
Buffalo, N. T. Write for Household
Hints, also muslo of National Anthem
(English and German words) and recipes for dainty dishes. AH 8 sent free.

Dubuque Ship Yards Burn.
Dubuque, la. The shops In the shipbuilding yards of the Dubuque Boat
and Boiler Works, the largest concern
of the kind on the Mississippi river, Ad.
'
were destroyed by fire, causing a loss
And some men talk to themselves
of 75,000 and temporarily throwing
two hundred men out of employment because they like an appreciative

Keeper of 8ocrete of Kings.
Lord Knollys, who is retiring, after
having beet private secretary to King
George and the late King Edward,
has received many tempting offers to
write his autobiography, but, needless
to say, has steadfastly resisted tbem
all. An enterprising publisher, from
the United States, once ran him down
during his vacation, and placed a
blank check before him, Inviting him
to fill it in for any sum he liked to
name in return for a book of no fnwer
than 60,000 words.
"My terms would be five million dollars," Lord Knollys remarked, qulotly.
Tbe publisher gasped. "Good gracious, sir, are you serious?" he asked.
"Quite," Lord Knollys rejoined, and
then, with one of his merry twinkles
of his eyes, he said:
"Would it not be worth a good deal
more to you if I had to say frankly
all I know?"
The publisher realized the force of
the argument, and was bound to admit that it would be a hopeless task
to Induce an indiscretion on the part
of the veteran courtier.
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Gel Doao at Any Store, 50c Box

DOAN'S
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CO.. Buffalo. New York
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From 40 to 50 Woman's Critical Period.

as sense of suffocation, hot
flashes, severe headaches, melancholia, dread of impending
evil, palpitation of the heart, irregularity, constipation and
dizziness are promptly treated by intelligent women who
are approaching the period of life.
This is the most critical period of woman's life and she
who neglects the care of her health at this time invites incurable disease and pain. Why not be guided by the experience of others and take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound? It is an indisputable fact that this grand old
remedy has helped thousands of women to pass through
this trying period with comfort and safety. Thousands of
genuine and honest testimonials support this fact.
Trom Mrs. HENRY IIEAVILIX, Cadiz, Ohio.
Tort "Worth, Texas. "I have taken Lydia E. Finkham's Vegetable Compound and derived great benefit from its use. It carried me
safely through the Change of Life vhon I was in bad healt h. I had
that all gone feeling most of the time, and headache constantly, I was
very nervous and the hot flashes were very bad. I had tried other
remedies and doctors, but did not improve until I began taking Lydia,
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It has now been sometime since
I took the Compound and I have had no return of my old complaints.

Get Paid for Bathing.
To promote health and comfort
among their 700 employes, Harrison
Bros. & Co., of this city, have offered
to give every man employed at their
plant 15 cents each time he takes a
bath.
There are no strings to the offer. All
that is necessary is that the bath be
taken In the elaborately fitted bathrooms of the concern. As soon as a
workman finlshee bathing he will receive a check from an attendant, and
on pay day he may have the checks
cashed at the rate of 15 cents apiece.
Tbe idea was suggested by Dr. Francis D. Patterson, former chief police
surgeon of this city, whom the company has secured to look after the welfare of. the men. Dr. Patterson is an
old University of Pennsylvania foot
ball player and oarsman. Philadelphia Dispatch to New York Tribune.

I always praise your remedies to weak

Alarmed for His Mother.
before roasting. He was much impressed by the sight A few nights
later his mother, hastily dressing to
go out, found that a new frock had
been sent home without the proper allowance of hooks and eyes. Summoning aid, her sister basted the frock together up the back.
"Grandma," said Harry, seeking tb.w
source of perennial sympathy and comprehension, "come and see what au title's doing to mamma. I think she's
going to roast her, for she's sewing
her all up."
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Many a man falls to forge ahead because he has the looking backward
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shoes srs not for ssie In Tour Tlotnlty, order
W. L. nona-U-s
direct from ths factory end ssvs the nilddlerustrt profit.
every uiiiitwrui me (Slimy, si all prices, by
lor
niiu.
Faroel Post, pususs free. Writs W I llM.tri.leu .
ii will snow you now to onler by nisil,
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Man' $3.50 and $4.00
aboea In the world.
Jtalcyour dealer to show vnu
W. I-- Iioualas 3.M). eVs.OO ai
snos. juet asauuii in etvle.
60imamMSI. a DU
and wear ae other makes eosllne tfft.OO to ST OO
the only difference le the price, tthooe In all
seamera, aivioa ana enapee to eult everybody
If you could visit W. L. loue;1as large factories at Brockton. Mass.. and see for vourelf
how carefully W. I.. Douglas shoes are made.
yon would then understand why they are warranted
to fit better, look better, hold their shape and wear
longer man any uiner make for the price.

Inflaoima-Uon.allay-
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B8TB0YS SHOES In fee WORLD
12. 00, ti.60and $3.00.

Soothing Syrup for Children
s
teething, softens the soma, reducea
petccaree wind oolte.tta a bottleUs

but

$51oo

SHOES
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Mrs. Wlnalow'a

lUMWVIUI,"

AND

4-.5-

TJSU AI.I.RK'i
the Antlscptlo powder to be shaksn Into thet
ahoee for tired, aching feet. It Ukti the
of eorne and bunions and makes welkins
a delight. Buld everywhere, I60. Refuse substitutes. For FREB trial neckere, address A.
a. rvmeted. Le Roy, N. T. Adv.

Politics Is a good game,
mighty poor business.

3J50 4..o6

Sfl.OO
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Cook and the Cuckoo.

Mistress Bridget, what alls the
cuckoo clock T I haven't beard it today.
Bridget Well, mum, there do be a
strange cat around the kitchen an'
likely the poor bur-rd'- s
afeared to
come out

Mrs. JLIeniix

rubber on all the gates for I could not stand to nave a gale slam.
u I also had backache and a fullness in my stomach. I noticed
that
Lydia E. Pinkham a Vegetable Compound was advertised for such cases and I sent and gotH bottle.
It did me so much good that I kept on taking it and
found it to be all you claim. I recommend it to
all women afflicted as I was." Mrs. F. P. Mullen-dorMunford, Ala.
I ... "Write to LYDIA E. PINKHAM MEDICINE CO.
(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS.. for ad vice.
Your letter will be opened, read und answered
14
i'-by a woman and held la strict coulldoucc

Going Too Far.

Mrs. Oallup is an estimable lady
whose hobby is house decoration. One
day last spring Mrs. Oallup was careless enough to drink a glass of red Ink,
believing it to be claret. She was
naturally alarmed when she discovered her mistake, but no harm came
to her. The doctor who was summoned,
upon hearing what had happened, dryly remarked to her:
"Mrs. Oallup, there is such a thing,
you know, as pushing this rage for
decorated interiors too far."

women."

ILeavilin, It F. D. No. 5, Cadiz, Ohio.
From Mrs. EDWARD B. Ill LB E TIT, Fleetwood, Pa.
Fleetwood, Pa. " During the Change of Life I was hardly able to
be around at alL I always had a headache and I was so dizzy and
nervous that I had no rest at night. The flashes of heat were so bad
sometimes that I did not know what to do.
" One day a friend advised me to take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and it made me a strong, well woman. X am very
thankful that I followed my friend's advice, and I shall recommend it
as long as I live. Before I took the Compoimd I was always sickly-ennow I have not had medicine from a doctor for years. You may
publish my letter." Mrs. Edward li. Hilbekt, Fleetwood, Pa.
From Mrs. F. P. MULLENDORE, Munford, Ala.
Munford, Ala. " I was so weak and nervous while passing through
the Change of Life that I could hardly live. My husband had to nail

Little Harry, hanging about the
kitchen, saw a stuffed fowl sewed up

filfe LLoDijIt
If

Many who suffer with backacho and
weak kidneys are unnaturally irritable
o
and fretful. Bad kidneys fail to
all the uric acid from the system, keeping you "on edge" and causing rheumatic, neuralgia pains.
When your back achs, and you notice
siRru of bladder irregularities, sutpect
otir kidneva and Lx'iin usinp Dunn's
kidney Pills, the best recommended I
special kidney remedy.

aays: "We have had fine weather until New Tear's, when some snow fell
and It was cold for a few days, but
during the past few days we have
lovely weather again." The writer,
who lives near Davidson, Bask., says
they got from 30 to 85 bushels of wheat
per acre; 60 bushels of oats and about
20 bushels of flax. All homesteads are
taken in the vicinity, but wild land
can be bought at reasonable figures.
Word from Alberta gives the information that up to the 22nd of February
and a quarter
there were eighty-fou- r
hours of bright sunshine, but that did
not come up to the corresponding
month of 1912, when the meteorological department registered 120 hours
Anyway, the sign of old age Is never
for the 29 days.
a forgery.
February was exceptionally fine all
through, but 1912 went one better, and
was a glorious month. However, taking the weather generally throughout
the northern hemisphere, February has
been marked by serious and severe
disturbances resulting in heavy storms,
bad weather and low temperatures In
many other parts.
The coldest temperature this week
occurred on Tuesday morning, when
the thermometer registered 23.5 below.
and the coldest Wednesday was 11 below. During the last fortnight of
February 9 and 8.7 hours of bright sunshine spread its glorious rays over
Edmonton, and this out of a possible
total of about ten hours is something
Such warning symptoms
to talk about. Advertisement.

Boy Admits a Triple

Murder.
Elgin, III. Herman Coppes, 16 years
old, confessed that he was the slayer
of Mrs. Manny Sleep and her two
small children, "whose bodies were
found in a cistern under the kitchen
of the Sleep farmhouse, five miles
west of Elgin.

Docs Backache
Worry You?
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Write for book saving young rblcke. Bend ua
DIE namee of 7 frlende that use Incnbalore
and get
book free. Ealaall Remedy Oow,illsnikwell,Okia.
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FRANK GOTCH WINS WORLD'S TITLE

Managers of Several Big League
Teams Confronted With Serious
Problem Some Fizzles,
There Is the same old question confronting the managers of several big
league teams, and also the loyal fans
this spring, that bobs up every season.
It Is, "Will the good young pltchors of
last season repeat?" It Is doubtful If
ever before eo many young twlrlers
made good In the major leagues as
was the case last year. First year
wonders sometimes repeat, but not
often. Clubs that figure on the same
sort of work from their youngsters are
often cruelly disappointed.
The pitchers who shine for years
are usually those who show gradual
Improvement. Christy Mathewson, Addle Jobs. Nap Ruckor, Walter Johnson,
d
Eddie Plank, Chief Bender,
Brown, Joe Wood, Ed Reulbacb
and Jack Coombs are of this class.
On the other hand there are King
Cole, Grover Alexander, Russell Ford,
George Chalmers, Babe Adams, Willie
Mitchetl and Gene Krapp, as well as
others who looked great In their first
year only to fall down one or two
years later.
Even Vean Gregg was
not as successful In 1912 as ho was
the preceding year, when he was the
pitching sensation of the year.
Ford's 1910 reward was 26 games
won and 6 loet. In 1911 he won 22
and lost 11. Last year he won 18 and
lout 21. King Cole pitched the Cubs
into a championship and helped win
the only game taken by the Cubs from
the Athletics. He came back all right

.

but fizzled last year. Babe
Adams was a wonder In 1909, especially in the world's series against the
Tigers. He has done nothing sensa
tional since. Alexander and Chalmers
put the Phillies In the race In 1911
With both hurlers going poorly In 1912
the Phillies never were contenders.
Willie Mitchell won ten etraleht
games for the Naps 1h 1910, and for
two years has been trying in vain to
break even. Gene Krapp. won 12 out
of 20 in 1911. He is now back in the
minors.
The 1912 crop of first-yea- r
stars In
eludes Jeff Tesreau, Claude Hendrlx,
Cheney
Robinson,
and
National
leaguers, and Bedlent, Dubuc and
Cashlon, American leaguers. Tftureau
after a year with Toronto, won 17
games and lost 7; Hendrlx, a rank
buBh leaguer In 1911, last year won 24
games and lost 9, and Cheney won 26
and lost 10, great records for young'
sters breaking Into fast company.
Of the American leaguers, bedlent
won 20 games and lost 10, Dubuc won
17 and lost 10, while Cashlon won 11
and lost 6.
In 1911,

wmm

Gotch Gets Toehold In Second Battle

Frank Gotch became champion
wreBtler of the world April 3, 1908, at
the Dexter Park pavilion, Chicago, be--'
fore the largest crowd that had ever
battle,
watched a
defeating George Hackenschmldt, the
Russian Lion, in a forfeited match
after more than two hours of strenuous and heartrending
effort This
match was one of the greatest mat
encounters In the world's history. It
gave Gotch world fame, disillusioned
him concerning the strength of Hackenschmldt and made him Invincible.
Gotch had heard wonderful tales
concerning the "Lion" and his almost
superhuman powers. He was told
that Hack possessed the strength to
tear him limb from limb. He was
cautioned to stay away from his oppo
nent and wear him down. Gotch be
lieved these stories and went Into the
battle to do or die, but be played a
careful, waiting game.
There was no fall In this match, but
the world's championship passed to
the Iowan, for Hackenschmldt quit,
Every ounce of energy
exhausted.
the "Lion" possessed had been expended in fighting a man his superior
In every department
of the mat
game.
Gotch, advised by Farmer Burns,
the wisest mat general In the game,
wore the Russian down to the point
of utter exhaustion. For nearly two
hours the mat gladiators stood head
to head, sparring and stabbing for
holds, hanging on, tugging and pull
Ing An inspection of the pictures re
veals the information that ' Gotch
fought high, bending over Hack with
one arm resting heavily' on the Rus
sian's neck. Farmer Burns has fig
ured out just how many pounds pres
sure was exerted by Gotch on Hack
enschmldt, who was forced to fight
back, bending low.. That was a part
n

Waddell's

Strike-Ou-
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of the plan to wear Hack down, and
how well It succeeded was evident
from the pitiable condition of the
Russian when he begged for a draw to
prevent humiliating defeat '
For two" long hours the wrestlers
roughed it and mixed It, Gotch all the
while exerting his pressure on the
bead. Gotch saw Hackenschmldt's
strength fading. With renewed fire he
sprang forward. There was a shuffle
and a struggle toward the ropes.
Gotch went to the top and the crowd
stood and cheered like mad.
Gotch feinted for a toe hold. Hat
tried desperately to rise but Gotch
held to his opponent like a bulldog.
Gotch secured a crotch hold and
again tried to pu.t the foot in position
for the toe hold, but Hackenschmldt,
who mortally feared this grip, broke
away. ' Hackenschmldt came ' to his
feet and darted for the ropes with
Gotch in pursuit Gotch seized Hackenschmldt with a waist lock and with
a lightning heave bore him to the
mat Hackenschmldt rolled over on
bis face.
Hackenschmldt, exhausted and dis
heartened, straightened
out Gotch
pounced on his foe and started to
work for a toe hold. From beneath
this mass of human weight came a
whisper of defeat Hackenschmldt
had wailed his plaint that was heard
around the athletic world. He asked
for mercy. Gotch let up and Hacken
schmldt arose. The crowd gasped
with astonishment.
rerusea to come
Hackenscnmiat
back for the second bout, thus surrendering the championship of the
world to his hated foe. He had no
heart to continue; his wonderful
strength had failed. His wrestling
wreath had passed from his brow to
adorn the head of his conqueror. '
;

(Copyiight,

1913,

by Joseph B. Bowles.)
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Joe Bills, former Baltimore player,
is now a member of the Omaha team.
It Is estimated that the Boston Red
Sox's entire salary list this season will
reach $80,000.
One of the charms of baseball is
that It you cannot play you can qualify

Record.

a member of the Philadlepla Ath
letics, struck out 343 men In 377 in

ord.

With Hackenschmldt

BIG JEFF TESREAU

in 1914, when

nlngs. He registered 16 against New
York, 12 against Detroit, 11 against
Chicago, 13 against Detroit, 14
against Cleveland, and 13 against
Washington as his best efforts, accord
ing to Manager Connie Mack's rec

ALLEGED

ROBBERS
OF
ARE INDICTED.

FOR

TRIAL

NEW MEXICO

tTAGE

IN BRIEF

Jeff Tesreau.
this season.

Christy did well

last

year and covered himself with glory
in the world's series, but Christy is

now a veteran In the service, scarred
t
by the marks of many a
Pennock Grows Rapidly.
diamond battle. Rube Marquard. Is a
Pennock, the Athletics' youthful great pitcher, but is Inclined to be erpitcher, Is reported to have grown an ratic. Jeff Tesreau Is the man Mc- loch and a half in height since Uie Graw will have to look to and if Jeff
I
Clu
of last season- .falls It is likely that the GlanU' pen- hard-fough-

Wntern Newspaper Union News Servloe.
Dates for Coming Events.
My 4
Stnte retailers' nml Busi
ness Mens Association
Conventional
HuswelL
12-1-

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Albuquerque, N. M. United States

nant chances will go up in smoke. The
big twlrler from the Ozarks was a
of rare brilliancy last season and
Probably Be Called Upon to Bear star
of he can repeat this year the Giants
Lion's Share of Burden In Pilotbelieve they will land at the top. Mo- ing Giants to Victory.
Graw has other good pitching mate
rial, Lut they can hardly be depended
The Giants' pitching stall will need upon in' a crisis.
s
trim thta season If
to be in
McGraw's team banks on capturing If
another pennant, and this it assuredly
does. Jeff Tesreau may be called
upon to bear the lion's share of the
burden of piloting the Giants to victory. Christy Mathewson, for years
the mainstay of the club on the firing
line, is getting along In years and will
prove an uncertain quantity at best
RELY

World's Champions Cost Money.
The Boston Red Sox will pay some
big salaries this year if a statement
from Boston is accurate. Trls Speak
er's contract calls for $9,000. Smoky
Joe Wood will receive $7,500 for his
services in the box. Charles Wagner,
the shortstop, will draw $6,500, It Is
said, and Larry Gardner's pay will ex
ceed $6,000. Jake Stahl, as manager
and first baseman, has a $10,000 contruct. Duffy Lewie and Hooper have
signed for $5,000 each, and BUI Carrl
gun recently lined up for $4,500. The
worlds champion entire salary list
will reach $80,000, it is estimated.

Pitcher Rube Wadell

HELD

Charles White and James D. Harris
Taken from Mogollon to Santa
Fe Where They Will be Tried.

Three-Fin-gcre-

Russell-Ford-

TWO

as an expert critic.
The Boston National outfield carries
some weight for age with Cy Seymour
and John Titus posted in it
Manager Chance stated that he Intended to carry only 22 players with
htm during the 1913 campaign. Pitcher Paddy Green Is showing
plenty of speed with the Hlghlandeis,
but Is wild enough to be tied down.
Thev say that Larry Lajole has first
base so well located that he does not
have to look when throwing the ball.
Manager Dooin has appointed Bill
Klllifer field captain of the Phillies.
Now both the manager and field captain are catchers.
Nap fans believe that in Carlsch,
Land and O'Neill they have the strongest catching staff that ever worked on
the Cleveland club.
Graney, the Naps' outfielder, who
broke his arm last year, Is overjoyed
at the way It has mended, "Botlr
than ever," he sajra,

Marshal Sec Romero and Deputy
Henry Sena arrived In Albuquerque
from Silver City, having In custody
Charles White and James D. Harris
who are accused of holding up a stage
between Silver City and Mogollori
some three months ago and attempting
to tamper with the United States
mails. White and Harris have been In
jail since the hold up and were 'taken
to Santa F6. The federal grand Jury
recently returned Indictments against
them, and they are to oe tried In Santa
Fe.
The stage robbery In which White
and Harris are alleged to have figured
was one of the most spectacular oi
the many like affairs that have been
pulled off In the Mogollon country dur
ing the last decade.
White was a
hard working blacksmith in the
earning $250 per month. Harris was a Socorro county deputy
sheriff.
According to the story of the hold
up, it is alleged that White and Harris
pooled together and held up the stage
at a lonely spot in the hills. The plot
to pull off tho hold up had been over-bear-d
and the United States mail
sacks sent out on the stage on the day
designated for the robbery were dum
mies, with nothing of value in them.
Officers secreted in the hills witnessed the holdup and the capture of
Harris and White followed.

The B. R. & S. W. at Sallans, Otero
county, is building stock pens.
Considerable broom corn changed
hands at Sedan at $50 per ton.
The postoffice force has moved in
to the new federal building at
Ros-wel-

l.

T. R. Smyer of Lewis Flats, Luna
county, recently disposed of 600 head
of cattle delivered at El Paso.
A Knights and Ladles of Security
lodge was organized at Las Vegas
with about sixty-fivmembers.
Acting Governor de Baca has ap
pointed Benjamin Alcon of Gonzales,
San Miguel county, as a member of
the mounted police.
Parmer county has organized what
it calls a protective society, Intended
to guard against invasion by range
cattle on its preserves.
Jose D. Sena, clerk of the Supreme
Court Issued certificates
to nearly
500 attorneys admitting
to
them
practice in the Supreme Court.
Alamogordo people are doing things
In a unique manner. It will be ahead
of most places with the completion of
a reservoir built entirely of marble.
Governor William C. McDonald ia
reported as having Improved under
the treatment exacted at the sanitarium where be is staying at Santa F6.
One section of the state recently
shipped a car of beans to the flood
sufferers in the East. Along comes
Dates for Holding County Institutes Farmlnglon with a consignment ot
Santa F6. Superintendent Alvan N. fruit.
A big transaction In cattle Is report
White of the department of public In
struction, has received the following ed- from Tularosa. S. S. Ward, recentannouncements of holding of Insti ly disposed of 8,000 head of steers to
tutes: June 6 and 7, Colfax; June 20 Texas and Kansas City parties for
and 21, Bernalillo, Sandoval, Santa $300,000.
F6, Socorro and Valencia; July 18 and
The county commissioners met at
19, New Mexico Normal school sum
Tucumcarl and allowed animal bounmer session; July "25 and .26, New ties to 129 different parties, who drew
summer warrants on the animal bounty fund
Mexico Normal University
school, San Miguel ; August 1 and 2, in sums from $2 up to $64.
Curry and Guadalupe; August 15 and
VAnvaflAniaMitA
On a li tin 1
tna.
16, Rosevelt and Quay; August 22 and chants,
manufacturers and bankers of
23, Torrence and Dona Ana.
Dallas on the thirteenth annual excur
sion of the Dallas Chamber of ComA Beautiful Map.
merce spent Monday in Roswell.
Santa F6. A beautiful map of the
The examination for railway mail
United States hangs in the office of clerks that is to be held at the Las
the superintendent of public lnstruc Vegas postoffice on May 3, will be one
tlon, in which the flower of each state of the largest that has been held In
is arranged in the outlined of such that city. Arrangements have been
state. New Mexico is represented by made to examine over forty men. the flower of a cactus, and it certainCivil Engineer W. R. Smythe, who
ly Is one of the prettiest in the whole
charge of the work on the Camlno
has
collection.
Real, operating near Elmdorf, has
taken eighteen more state convicts r'
State Fair Commissioners.
there to do road work. This makes a
Santa Fe Lieutenant Governor E. force of our fifty convicts now work- C. DeBaca has appointed
Ralph C. Inir on thai hlehwnv. RnmA ravpii
Ely of Deming and Charles A. Scheu miles of the road is completed south
rich of Clovls, state fair commissionof Elmdorf.
ers, to act with those chosen by AlbuA
"I
I
.1
I i
,
querque, where the state fair is to be theuicii a. ui ay uiB.Lnui engineer ui
United States Geological Survey,
held next fall, appropriation of money In conjunction with the state enginfor which was made by the last Legis- eer's office, Is getting out a
statistical
lature.
book on the stato water supply, which
will show stream flow data for the
Two Pardons Granted.
years 1911-1- 2 in New Mexico. The
Santa F6. Acting Governor de bok will contain a good deal of valuBaca granted a pardon to Euloglo Lu- - able 'information to ranchers and
cero and Juan Arranaga, who were- - others.
found guilty and sentenced to the pen
Governor de Baca appointed
itentiary for three years each, iu a Acting
committee to present Congress the
March, 1912, for stealing cattle.
House joint memorial passed by the
Legislature at its recent session. The
One Parole.
memorial relates to the wisdom of the
Santa
L. Tllles was old homestead law, known as the nagranted a parole by the acting gover tional homestead act, passed by Connor. An investigation of his case gress in 1862. He appointed A. A.
showed that be had been granted a Jones of San Miguel, Edward E.
parole under Governor Curry, and his Young of San Juan and Pascual Marrearrest was made through error.
tinez of Taos county.
Commissions as notaries public have
The penitentiary board closed their been issued at. the secretary of
state's
session and will not meet again until office to the following persons: ManJpne 10. Several prisoners were rec uel Espanoso,
Taos; John R. Mllll-gaommended for parole.
Socorro; Cass I. Hester, Guadalupe; John R. Finley, Dona Ana; Ed.
Federal Court Notes.
M. Wilson and Ernest F. Snyder of
Santa FeV
Escolastlco Martinez Union.
was sentenced In the Federal Court
The parole of J. E. Vigil of Colfax
before Judge Pope, on two counts. He county, who was sent up for life and
was postmaster at Golden and was has served some nine years, as recguilty of embezzlement of postofftce ommended by the penitentiary board,
money to the extent of $525.12 which has been approved by Acting Goverwas made good by his parents. He nor de Baca. The case had many exwas also found guilty of having opened tenuating circumstances,
and. Vigil
two letters that were
passing has made a model prisoner. He has
through the mail, the letters being an opportunity now to start life anew,
written to his bondsmen to warn them and hence the parole.
against his actions. In sentencing him
a
Mystery surrounds the fate of
Judge Pope said that he took in con
G. Morley and Jesse Nusbaum
slderatlon his youth, the tact that his or the School of American Archaeolparents bore a good reputation, and ogy, and well known residents of Santhat the culprit was married. He lm ta Fe. Several weeks ago Morley and
pressed upon the prisoner the fact that Nusbaum started to explore Cozumel
crime of embezzlement was punish iBland, off Yucatan an island Inhabable by a servitude of ten years in ited by hostile Indians and unexthe penitentiary. Martinez was sen plored by white men since 1839 when
tenced to serve four months In jail on Stephen visited it No news has been
two counts, and to- pay a fine equal received from the Santa Feans since
'
to the amount embezzled,
then.
e
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